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rice of ' 'Co  rn m i t tee  roducts 
won't 
change 
TERRACE - -  A represen- 
tative for the largest local 
employer of minimum 
wageworkers tated re- 
cently an  increase in  the 
B,C. minimum wage rate 
will not affect product 
prices or hiring practices. 
Deb.bie Miller, senior. 
head manager for the Ter- 
race McDonald's restau- 
rant franchise, said the 
compulsory wage hike will 
increase the fast food 
outlet's payroll costs bet- 
ween one and two percent. 
An impending increase in 
the retail price of ham, 
burgers and other Mc- 
Donald's products, she 
said, will be caused by a 
dramatic rise in freight 
costs between McDonald's 
Vancouver distribution 
center and Terrace; 
On Feb..=l the B.C. 
minimum wage rate will 
increas¢ from $3.65 per 
hour to $4 for wo~kei:s i 8 
years of age and over, and 
from $3 an hour to $3.65 
for workers less than 18. 
When the new rates were 
announced a Ministry of 
Labour spokesperson add- 
ed that the legislation will 
be subject o a two-month 
trial period. 
For younger workers 
the increase adds 21.7 per- 
cent to wages, and for the 
older category the rate in- 
crease amounts to 9.6 per- 
cent; for older workers the 
new rate will increase in- 
come before deductions 
based on a 40-hour week 
to $160 from $146. Ac- 
cording to the June 1986 
figures from the National 
Council on Welfare, how- 
ever, the. boost still leaves 
single working individuals 
about $600 below the an- 
nual poverty line income 
of $8,320. 
The new legislation will 
narrow the differential 
between over-18 and 
under-18 workers from 
the previous 21.7 percent 
tO 9.6 percent, a develop- 
ment which may make 
younger, inexperienced 
workers less attractive to 
minimum wage employ- 
ers. When asked if the new 
rates will affect Mc- 
Donald's hiring practices 
with regard to young peo- 
ple, Mil ler repl ied,  
"Definitely not." 
Reaction from the Ter- 
race and District Chamber 
of Commerce was not im- 
mediate ly  avai lable.  
Secretary-manager Bobbie 
Phillips said the matter 
may be discussed at an ex- 
continued on psge 3 
CounterAttack volunteer praised 
Bonita Mercer, a detachment clerk for the Terrace RCMP, 
volunteered many hours of her time over.the recent holidays to 
help Jn th[~.anpua!;CounterAttack am paig.n. Mercer acted as 
an "lm~pa'[r~"~t[Ve~ t for'RcMP"phot0g~a'pfis inn display putup 
in the Skeena Mall. 4n the Dec+ 31 issue of the Terrace Review 
Mercerwas featured on page 9 in a mock dramatizaflo.n+outli~.- 
ing the sequence of .events. drinking dtiversfa6e~ She 
volunteered for the pictorial to help local police make Terrace 
residents aware of the procedures they will encounter when 
stopped by an RCMP officer. Mercer is one of many RCMP 
staff who put in extra effort to help make the roads and 
highways around Terrace safer during the holidays. Thanks 
Bonita. 
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TERRACE -- A rearrang- t e m  
merit of Terrace council's sys 
committee structure for 
1987has drawn criticism 
from one council member, 
but the new system, con- 
calved by Mayor Jack Tal- ~ ltered stra, will stand for the 
coming year. • 
Aid. George Clark 
registered• objections• to 
severalof the innovations committees",  one of into long-range 
at the Dec. 22 meeting of which, the Select Commit- planning," Clark said, 
Terrace council. "It's im- tee, is a continued pres- "and new supercommitees 
portant to get this right ence from last year, and tend to be disruptive." 
from the beginning," the other, the Task Force Clark also objected to the 
Clark said. "The commit- on Strategic Planning, a extended life of the Select 
tee system is thebasis of new concept for 1987. Committee. "It  should 
government." "The  Tourism and go," he said. "It was set 
Clark was particularly Economic Advisory Corn- up as a crisis committee, 
critical of the two "super- mission (TEAC) is already and after the crisis is over 
b these committees tend to La our minister don'tl°°k exist."f°r problems that 
to chair meeting 
TERRACE -- The 
Ministry of Labour re- 
cently confirmed an open 
public• forum will be held 
in:~iTerrace, Jan. 23 to 
gather suggestmns for 
amendments to labor leg- 
islation. 
Dale Reid, deputy direc- 
tor for the ministry, stated 
in a telephone interview 
• -that the hearing will be 
chaired by Minister-of 
Labour Lyall Hanson, 
parliamentary secretary 
.Mickey Perrett, asfistant 
deputy _ minister Claude 
Heywood anti, an undesig- 
nated MLA. 
The Ministry of Labour 
has been advertising 
throughout he province 
recently for written briefs 
continued on page 3 
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Gone skiing 
Terrace resident Scott Spencer recently won a Ski-Bird Holiday as the result of a draw at Jezebel's Cabaret. A certificate for the 
five.day trip for two. to Whistler mountain was presented by Anna Dodd (left), manager of Jezebel's and Halda Travel represen. 
tative Elain.s, Wadley. 
Clark asserted that the 
Planning and Economic 
Development Committee 
had worked well :in the 
past and questioned Tal- 
stra about the Shifting of 
the planning, function 
from Economic Develop- 
ment o Public Works. He 
'also expressed: the belief 
that the Finance Commit- 
tee chairman should be a 
member of the Planning 
and Public Works Com- 
mittee. 
Mayor Talstra defined 
the function of  the Task 
Force on Strategic Plann- 
ing as "an effort to look 
down the road, to pin: 
point priorities, to find 
ways and means to pro- 
mote development and en~. 
sure that regional develop- 
ment benefits Terrace". 
The committee will meet 
from time to time, he 
stated, and. for the present 
it will have no budget 
allocation. In response to 
Clark's reservations about 
the committee, Talstra 
said it was intended to 
provide developmental 
direction and added that 
after years of industrial 
activity in Terrace the 
community has "gone no- 
where" in terms of long- 
range development. 
With regard to Clark's 
other concerns, Talstra 
pointed out that commit- 
tee recommendations have 
to be ratified by a formal 
resolution of council in 
any case, and he said the 
committee meetings are 
open to any alderman who 
wishes to attend. 
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Outside Forecast: Continuing 
cloudy, some mixed 
Bate Hi Lo Prec. rain plus snow through 
Dec. 29 1 -0  9.2ram 
Dec, 30 =-2 .acre mid week. Possibly 
Jan. 1 O-3 4,2cm sunny on Thurs. and 
Jan. 2 1 - 1 4.0ram Fr l .  M i ld  w i th  a f te rnoon 
Jan. 3 1 0 10.Smm high 0 and overnight 
Jan. 4 1 - 1 .2mm 
Dec. 14 I -1  nil lOWS o f  -3 .  
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Arcade 
raises 
funds 
for : 
charity 
TERRACE'Gus'  Enter- 
tainment Centre recently 
held its Turkey Shoot to 
raise money for Christmas 
turkeys for var ious 
charities. 
by Philip Musselman 
The event became more 
than successful and four 
local charit ies were 
presented substantial  
donations from the ar- 
cade. Twenty-five winners 
in the pool contest won 15 
pound turkeys for Christ- 
mas. A few of the listed 
winners' names appeared 
more than once as they 
displayed great billiard 
skill. 
Three local organiza- 
Gus' Family Recreation Centre~' 
celebrated the holidays with a con- %:: • 
test, from which the money raised :~ /2~:~:~'~. . :.~. ... ~.. ' 
went  to  loca l  char i t ies .  Hess ,  =[ %, ' ~:::'; ; "  ~¢r . : , .~ : ;~ ' :~ . . . . . . . . .  ........... 
Bernard Flckel, Cheryl Rogers,'::~i : ...... :~:':~¢ " 
Mary Richardson, Ken Fickel, ' :: i~ i i i / ;~ l~ ; : ~  
Salvation Army representative Bill. ~';' % ~ • i:~ii~ :!,: " i .; ~ ~.'::(~ 
' !" i~ Young, and. Konstantlnos Sfikas 
(Gus) look over the results of asuc- \ . . . .  
cessful turkey.shoot. X 
tions benefitted from this pound turkeys,  the 
venture: the Salvation Ar- Osborne Guest House re- 
my received three 15 ceived $100 in cash, Pro- 
~: . ,  ~' 
: . - ~ ' .~  
i 
:i~i:i!!i!L/ 
! FI •. ..... ' ' # :! 
ject R.A.F.T. received the 
balance of the funds rais- 
ed in the amount of $41, 
Council's standing committees 
TERRACE --  The members and functions of the 
Terrace municipal government committees for 1987 
are as ~ follows: 
• Finance, Personnel and Administration - Ald. 
Bob Jackman, chairman, and Aid. George Clark and 
Doug Smith. The Personnel function has been added 
to the previous Finance and Administration Commit- 
tee, which is responsible for matters pertaining to 
budget, fiscal management, police and fire protec- 
tion, and public health and social welfare. City 
Treasurer Keith Norman will be the staff liaison. 
• Tourism and Economic Development Ald. 
George Clark, chairman, and Ald. Robert Cooper 
and Bob Jackman. Formerly Planning and Economic 
Development, the planning function has been shifted 
from this committee to Public Works. Areas of 
responsibility for 1987 will be environmental 
development, commercial and industrial develop- 
ment, and tourist promotion. City Planner Rob 
Greno will be the staff representative. 
• Planning and Public Works - Aid. Robert 
Cooper, chairman, and Aid. Ruth Halleck and Me 
Takhar. This committee will deal with sewer and 
water services, refuse disposal, building inspection 
and issuance of licenses, transportation, and zoning 
and community planning. Public Works Superinten- 
dent John Wood and City Planner Rob Greno are the 
staff representatives. 
• Community and Recreation Services - Aid. Doug 
Smith, chairman, and Aid. George Clark and Me 
Takhar. Previously called the Recreation, Parks and 
Library Committee, this group will look after mat. 
ters pertaining to city-operated recreation facilities 
and programs, the Terrace Public Library, communi- 
ty health and welfare and services to the needy, and it 
will also have a support role in human development 
areas. Parks and Recreation Superintendent S eve 
Scott has been designated staff representative. 
• Task Force on Strategic Planning - Aid. Me 
Takhar, chairman, and Aid. Robert Cooper and 
Doug Smith. This newly-formed committee will be 
charged with long-range planning and municipal 
policy development. 
• Select Committee - Mayor Jack Talstra, chair- 
man, and Aid. Ruth Halleck and Bob Jackman. This 
special committee was struck in mid-1986 to examine 
the inner workings of the city administration. It will 
continue to monitor departmental communications 
and expenditures and to make recommendations for
necessary organizational revisions. 
OTHER APPOINTMENTS 
• Kitimat-Stikine Regional District - Directors: 
Mayor Jack Talstra and Aid. Ruth Hallock; alter- 
nates: Aid. George Clark and Ald. Bob Jackmafi. 
• Skeena Union Board of Health - Bob Jackman. 
• Mills Memorial Hospital Board - Mo Takhar. ~ 
• Terracevlew Society - Bob Jackman. 
• Terrace and District Community Services Society 
- Doug Smith. 
• Muks-Kum-Oi Heusing Society, Bob Jackman. 
• Family Court Committee - Mo Takhar. 
• Tourism and Economic Advisory Commission - 
Doug Smith. 
e,Airport Advisory Committee- Robert Cooper 
and Doug Smith. 
® Advisory Committee for the Disabled - Ruth 
Halleck. 
• Terrace and District Library Association - George 
Clark. 
• Heritage and Museums Advisory Committee - 
Ruth HallocL 
• • Advisory Parks and Recreation Commission - Me 
Takhar. 
• Extended Infrastructure and Services Committee 
-Me Takhar. 
• Yellowhead Highway Association, North by 
Northwest Tourism Association- Robert Cooper. 
• Terrace Beautification Society - George Clark. 
• Terrace Sixtieth Anniversary Committee - Doug 
Smith. 
• Riverboat Days Committee - Ruth Halleck. 
• Service Club and Chamber of Commerce liaision 
-Robert Cooper. 
Firefly's Glow ~  ~ "  
A team of scientists at the Uni- (I 
versity of California, San Diego 
has introduced the gene that lights ) 
up fireflies into tobacco plants 
to produce plants that glow in (~ 
thedark. 
The firefly gene promises tobe /i . 
an "extremely valuable" research I 
i tool for tracing ene xpression l within living systems, for learning more about plant development. _ 
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and the K'san House re- 
ceived two turkeys. 
Some contestants won 
more than one turkey and 
ended up giving one to 
friends or family to 
brighten their Christmas. 
The spirit of the holiday 
season is alive and well at 
Gus', said local resident 
Vic Jolliff, who helped co- 
ordinate the Turkey fund. 
• 9 No vehmle. 
Do you have problems with picking up prescrip- 
tions, groceries, appliances or anything else? For 
all your moving and delivery needs, phone for ex- 
perienced and speedy 
AAI I I IAA  
GROCERY P ICKUP 
From Sufeway 
1:30 & 5:00 PM daily 
plus 8:30 PM Thurs & Fr 
ONLyS4 O0 
FREE TO SENIORS... 
only through Chime 
& Safeway. 
638-8530 
i Chime Def ivery__ j  
 in;n   i ecto y 
| 
I~U i  II T 4717 LAKELSE AVE 
VUNI~ II N~TOSKESNA MALL 
g B[7© r#,~ 1%/n  I I  
z B1 \~ Donuts, Sandwiches, 
e l  ~ Muffins, Cakes, 
.~"~[ r Ice cream, coffee, tea, 
U J  I Hot chocolate, Milk, Pop. 
-~F-  L . - J  p 
O EN 24 HOURS A DAY 
I F 'n  D 'n ing  • I • I I .nn  I!n111 in quiet surroundings! I 
5:00  I' p.m. - -~0:oo  p.rn. WEST I 
, 4 2o LAKELSE AVE. 638"8141 J 
:" GIM'S 
RESTAURAN_T: 
• " . . . .  ,,. ~,~"~ Chinese & Canaoian vooo ~,~11 
Specializing munmese ~,i{l OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK ]i~'l\ • 
Cuisine a ~,;j;, Men.Wed 11:30AM-- 10:00 PM l nd Canadian ~ Thursday 1130AM • ,-~#ll . . . .  : -- 11.00 PM~., 
Dishes ~ FrI.Sat 11:30 AM - -  1:00 AM =ull 
~ .  48O6GrelgAve., ForTake-Out ~ Sunday 12:00 AM" lO:OO PM i l  
Terrace, B.C. Ph. ~-61S4 4643 Park Avenue 635-6111 
YOU . 
~ ~= can tell your 
prospective diners. 
.,why they would en/oy 
visaing your restaurant 
for only $4.50 per week. 
•i 
TERRACE- -  The win- 
" hers of a suggestion con-• 
:= test. for municipal era- 
• ployce~ Were announced 
recently, and Aid. George 
Clark said the city stands 
to save as much as $75,000 
from their ideas. 
* * * 
Hearing 
cont inued f rom page 1 
on the subject of improv- 
ing labor laws. Reid s.~.d 
the public hearings are in- 
tended to provide a chance 
for people to participate 
vocally in the process. 
"Not everyone has time to 
Put pen to .paper," Reid 
said, "and these hearings. 
.will give everyone an op- 
:-portunity to speak out." 
-The  deadline for sub- 
-.missi0n of written briefs is 
Jan. 17, and Reid in- 
-•dieated the ministry has 
.. received more than 150 as 
of Jan: 2. He said the need 
for some revision in labor 
law has been thrown into 
clear relief by the recent 
. . . .  IWA-FIR. dispute which 
resulted in the costliest 
Strike in B.C. history. 
"Most people agree that 
we don't want to go 
through that situation 
again; the question is, how 
dowe prevent it?" Reid 
said. 
At the Terrace hearing, 
according to Reid, the 
ministry will be seeking 
concrete ideas to address 
existing problems in the 
collective bargaining pro- 
cess and alternatives to 
current labor legislation. 
* * 
Products 
cont inued f rom page 1 
ecutive meeting sometime 
this month. 
Associated legislation 
concerning occupational 
standards for domestic 
workers, caretakers, agri- 
cultural workers and other 
employees who fall out- 
side the minimum wage 
guidelines is also expected, 
but specific information is 
not yet available. 
The last minimum wage 
increase was in 1981. 
Statistics Canada figures 
indicate that since 1981 
the cost of living in the 
metro Vancouver area has 
gone up 30.7 percent dur- 
ing the same period. No 
statistics are kept for the 
Terrace area. 
• i , 
Building 
report 
TERRACE --  During 
November 1986 the total 
revenue for permits was 
about $164 which included 
$114 for building permits 
and $50 for plumbing per- 
mits. 
Four teen  miscellaneous 
Mary Ann Davis receiv-. 
ed the first prize of $200 
for a proposal to pool 
equipment used by.crews 
who work -on  water, 
sewer, roads and drainage 
projects; Davis stated that 
sharing of tools and heavy 
.-, . ) . 
• • , i  .. 
~/ew- -  Wednesday, 
| - - . " ' ~ ~ : , -  " ' - ' " . - .  - - : : . , -= :~: ; ' .  " k . :  . . "  " - :~ .  
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f:or city of T " .... " '  , i " ' ~ r  r ~ ~._  ~ out that the installation of  activities Of.i:the: Vario~ .. :. i ", ' ! ' " | ~ , J / . |  ~ ~  ~ ' w.ater meters in residences, " Public..W0rks:.d,()p~rt~:='-:"...i >, 
• . -. . ' " ' " ~. c:ty hall and  the Terrace, merits. ., ,. .. ~' '~ ' .i i,.:.:.~: ' :' .- ~, 
. . . .  . ,  '.~ arenase~esnouse'fulpur- Brad North .~ l~:  got.  . '~ ' !  
• went  to r, evin ~ct ,eoa  mr.: pose. " ' honorab le  ment ion ,  for hm : " 
his suggestions to increase ,. Don Gate and Bill cr!ticism of theLl~r,a~etieeof " " !::i: 
productivity and efficien-~.Dav:es "both received bnngmg independent con . . . .  , 
In court 
equipment wOuld reduce' 
the city's inventory of 
suchitems, enhance coor- 
dination between depart- cy and waste reduction ~honorable: mention for sultants in to d.owork that 
merits, and increase the through better planning. :~proposing a mobile equip- city employ/~, ate capable 
flexibility of employees in Julia Mitchell and Mar- merit pool to serve all of per fo rming . . .  , 
the departments, garet Dodd tied for third departments and better A total of 38 ideas were 
The $100 second :prize prize of $50 by Pointing Coordination among the entered in,the contest. 
i I I 
On Tuesday, Dec. 9 in "::~:~:::~: 
Terrace Provincial Court . :  ~: 
Arthur Stewart was jailed 
14 days for a breach of •"::~:ii: 
recognizance. • 
* * *  _.' 
In Terrace Provincial ~i 
Court on Wednesday, " ~i~ 
Dec. 10 Robert Burkart .~ 
was fined $500 for driving 
while his ability to drive : 
was impaired. ,~ 
* * * -X.'~ 
On Friday >,ec. i2 in :"~ 
Terrace Pro~,mcial Court 
Richard Snider was found 
guilty of theft and was fin- 
ed $400. ,... 
* * *  
In Terrace Provincial ] 
Court on Monday, Dec. 1 
Bonita Wilson was fined 
$50 for an offence under ,"~ 
the Federal Fisheries Act. ,~ 
, " , ' ,  
On Tuesday, Dec. 2 in 
Terrace Provincial Court 
Kelly Bennett was-fined .;i 
$2'5 and  put  on  probat ion  
for four months with con-  
ditions for having posses- 
sion of property obtained ~ 
by crime. 
In Terrace Provincial "~ 
Court on Wednesday, 
Dec. 3 Anthony Broman 
was found guilty of theft 
and put on two years pro- 
bation with conditions. -,, 
On  Thursday ,  Dec .  4 in . > • ,.:,. 
Terrace Provincial Court >-.::~:' 
Thomas Meyers was jailed : ~i:~ii!!:/i:~ 
90 days for driving while 
his ability to drive was im- ': >>':" :;i ~ 
paired. Meyers was also .... 
jailed 90 days for driving 
whi le d i squa l i f i ed .  ~:/~);-~!i,~i 
Thomas Meyers was " '-" 
found guilty of assaulting .......... 
" :  . .  :'.',, :, 
a p~ace officer ,and was .  " 
fined $250. ' ' :':i'(i: 
On .Thursday, Dec .  4 in ...... ~.--i ~. '• :: 
Terrace Provincial Court " :: ~ .... 
, .? " 
Heber Grose was jailed 14 ,- ..... , , ,  
• ~ .:~".C , 
days  for operat ing  a . . 
motor  vehicle whi le his : .-~,,,.: 
ability to drive was  im-  : ..... 
paired. " " 
* * *  .. 
In Terr ~e Provincial :- , 
Court on n,~hursday, Dec. 
4 Jerry Johns was found 
guilty of theft and was 
jailed four months. 
On Thursday, Dec. 4 in - - "r~:~'~'m~'~ 
Terrace Provincial Court ' : 
Jerry Johns  was jailed ..... .: :. :.i: 
four  months  for theft and  -- ' " - :>~> 
18 months for breaking '<;,,,~,~ 
and entering with intent to . . ,.,~,:,~.,.~, 
commit  an  indictable of- '~ ".: :,:~,::::,,: 
fence. - .... :" :~:)i:i'.~ 
- " .  ~.:.~ . • , • . .  . . . . .  
• Y . " , .  : .  "7  
~'~.¢',','":~ : - !' 
L ,,:! 
'i 
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• ~% ..."~ ,. 
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permits were issued in this ~In Terrace Provincial ~= 
time period at a value of ~o-  f :o-  ~,.;,4o,, n,,,,- ~ ~i  
~1~)~0o.  ,a~t  perm: ts  mr  Shirley Mnara  w.~ fan f l r l  . :ii 
themonth  covered the.-' . . . . . . . .  dst yes guilty of theft and fined 
msta l iauon  ol woo  o ,/ $50 . "  " ' . ' ' , .'~:~:~:~ 
in the Terrace area, - ' '~ . . . . .  - . ~ . ,  ,.: • . - . i  ,...~.:.:,..,:..:. 
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The Terrace Review has been circulating as a 
successf~|,Community newspaper since May 1,~ 
1985. 
The Terrace Review has proven to be a real' 
hit with residents in the city and rural areas. 
People are sigiii/ig up for one or two year sub- 
criptions on a r'egu!ar basis. 
Circulation is e/tpanding with more readers 
attracted to news items in the Terrace Review 
each week. Residents are contacting staff 
members with an ever-growing frequency, ex- 
pressing interest in getting their message or 
story published. 
Starting a newspaper is rarely an easy job 
but staff members at the Terrace Review have 
made a concerted effort to team together, ex- 
ploiting the Lee Iacocca theory of manage-- 
TO OE... 
WORD POWER - wassail: a 
toast o someone's health, an 
ancient salutation. 
Terrace 
Review 
Established May 1, 1985 
The Terrace Review Is Ibubllshed 
each Wednesday by Close-Up 
Business Services Ltd. 
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Mark Twyford 
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Maureen Barbour 
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Michael Kelly 
Advertising Sales: 
Jean.Luc Roy 
635-7840 
Production: 
KIm Klmble 
Office: 
Carrie Olson 
Accounting: 
Marj Twyford 
Second-class mall 
registration No. 6896. 
Reproduction of this paper or any por. 
tlon thereof Is prol~Iblted wlthout per. 
mlu lon  of the publlsher, 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
'Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1 M7 
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Competitive 
spirit looms 
on horizon 
ment to swing through on the winning side of 
the coin. 
Employees have pooled their talents, ideas 
and enthusiasm to come up with a new 
publication, which is proving to be a winning 
medium for readers and advertisers in the 
northwest. 
The first issue of the Northwest Star was 
\ 
mt~t~ 
~t~.~ ~. . .~ 
printed Monday, Dec. 1,J986. The publica, 
tion provides people with an opportunity to 
get a classified ad of 20 words or less printed 
free of charge in the newspaper: Every other 
week the publication is distribiited free :to 
homes from Prince Rupert to Smithers and 
surrounding areas, north to Stewart and south 
to Kitimat. 
Circulation is benefical to advertisers who 
are interested in reaching as wide an audience 
as possible. The news items, columns and 
sports stories included in the publication are 
informative to the reading public in the north- 
west. 
During 1987 staff members at the Northwest 
Star and Terrace Review are aiming at 
reaching a growing audience throughout the ~ 
north. ::: 
MSB 
Terrace night 
in Victoria . . . . . . . . .  
attended by many 
To the editor, 
Dear Citizens of Terrace; 
I bring seasons greetings 
to you from 130 former 
residents who gathered to- 
gether at the second bi- 
annual Terrace Night in 
Victoria. 
I happened to be in Vic- 
toria visiting my daughter 
when I heard about the 
party so I went down to 
the Buns Master, bought a
dozen buns and joined 
everyone at the pot luck 
supper. We had a wonder- 
ful time! 
We met and swapped 
stories with people who 
had lived in Terrace 30 
years ago and some who 
had just left this year. I 
wish I could list all the 
people there but a few 
1986 a tough act to follow for news 
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Hubert 
Beyer 
No matter what the year 1987 will have in store, its 
predecessor is a tough act to follow, as far as news is 
concerned. 
The past year was probably one of the politically most 
fascinating in British Columbia since the old coalition 
government fell apart hree decades earlier and W.A.C. 
Bennett assumed the mantle of benevolent dictator 
which he was to wear for 20 years. 
The Bennett era came to an end in 1986. When Bill 
Bennett announced that he would step down as premier, 
the news hit British Columbians like a bombshell. 
For a short while, all political forces were in disarray. 
Cabinet ministers were in shock. Some cried. Social 
Credit supporters throughout the province feared that 
this might be the end of the party. The opposition was 
caught off guard. Resignation was the one thing they 
hadn't expected of their nemesis. 
Bennett's resignation touched off a wave of events, 
beginning with the Socred leadership race. 
Weeks went by. Eleven candidates ntered the race to 
succeed Bennett as premier and party leader. Things 
looked bad for the Socreds. 
None of the candidates had much of a chance to lead 
the party to victory in the next election. Many of them 
were lightweights. The rest were tarred with the brush of 
the Bennett regime. 
As the deadline for entering the leadership race drew 
closer, one man, who had not yet declared himself, 
weighed his chances -- Bill Vander Zalm. He waffled 
ostensibly because he wasn't sure whether he would be 
in a conflict of interest because of his business holdings. 
Finally, Vander Zalm threw his hat in the ring, bring- 
ing the number of would-be premiers to 12. The Dirty 
Dozen was off and running. 
The leadership convention was like no other conven- 
Terrace Review 
Victoria Correspondent • 
tion I ever covered. For three days, Socreds delegates 
turned the mountain resort town of Whistler into a 
grand circus. 
The golf course had been turned into a tent town 
where the more prominent candidates dispensed food 
and spirits in enormous quantities. The town itself look- 
ed like New Orleans during Mardi Gras, banners hang- 
ing from every facade, marching bands entertaining in 
the streets. It made great news. 
Vander Zalm's victory was unexpected in many 
quarters, but there was little doubt that he had the best 
chance of all the leadership contestants o score a vic- 
tory in the next election. 
They proved right. Vander Zaim led the Socreds to a 
landslide victory and lost no time imprinting his own 
style on the new government. 
Reporters, who remembered the slim news pickin,s 
during the Bennett era, were in for a surprise. Here was 
a premier who seemed eager to talk to reporters. He 
didn't always tell them what they wanted to he~, but 
never walked away from a question. 
The year 1986 also saw the demise cf a new party;~the 
leader of which had proclaimed itas the alternative for 
continued on pep 5 
were; Winnie and Cecil 
Blakeburn, Hugh and Vi 
McKinnon, the Toynbees 
and the Millers, Phil Bass, 
Babs and Cyril Shelford, 
Larry Rugg (who I hear 
has just passed away) 
Carry and Janet Condon, 
Gerry Head, Charlie 
Belanger, Lloyd Atchison 
and his wife, the Eastons, 
Koltermans, Tuckers and 
Prudens: 
Evva Weber was there 
with her now book; AI 
Par fit was the MC, Deb- 
bie Carruthers was Chair- 
person, Frank Skidmore 
looked after the invita- 
tions and Kathleen was in 
charge of the food (which 
by the way was fantasticl) 
Bruce Carruthers was on 
the entertainment commit- 
tee and had everyone 
stand: up to introduce 
themselves and tell when 
and how long they had liv- 
ed, in Terrace. A few said 
they didn't miss Terrace 
one bit but they must have 
a few fond memories of 
the place! 
The first Terrace Night 
was in 1984 when 68 peo- 
ple attended, this year 
they had 130 and in 1988 
they hope to double that. 
Andy Owens will be the 
new chairman so if you 
know anyone who lives in 
the Victoria area do let 
them know about it and if 
you happen to be there in 
November 1988 don't miss 
Terrace Night. You'll 
have a wonderful time. 
Again best wishes fo r  
the holiday season from 
your friends in the Vic- 
toria area. 
Yours truly; 
Edna Cooper 
Terrace, B.C. 
' Letters to the editor will be 
considered for publication 
only when signed. Pleue 
include your phone 
number. Tile editor 
reserves the rlght to 
• condense and edlt letters. 
Oplnlons expressed ,,re 
not necesssrliy those of 
the Terrace Review. 
The Terrace• Review asked: 
From your point of view, what was the-most 
important event in Terrace during 1986? 
Sue Ellen Cowan 
I think that the*provin. 
Cial election was the 
most important. I think 
that we have made 
good progress by elec- 
ring Dave Parker as our 
MLA. 
Lou Gair 
That's easy; the most 
impor tant  Terrace 
event was the BC 
Winter Games that oc- 
curred earlier this year. 
These games do not ap- 
pear in Terrace too 
often, and our com- 
munity received provin- 
clal attention. Another 
Important event was 
the annual Riverboat 
Days because it is so 
much a part of Terrace. 
Kathie Morgan 
The increase of 
business for the 
Welcome Wagon in Ter- 
race. Starting in Dec- 
ember 1986 at a Clubs 
Day in Skeena Mall we 
got 36 visits from new 
people and prior to 
that, about 30 people 
each month contacted 
the orgainzation. New 
residents to the area 
have picked up starting 
in late August 1986, 
propressing through 
September and 
November with about 
30 visits recorded by 
the Welcome Wagon 
each month. Prior to 
that, we had to chase 
around just to welcome 
10 new families to the 
area. Now we have lots 
and lo ts  of visits. 
Things are picking up. 
"The ,resurgence of 
the logging industry.." 
Casey Eys 
The resurgence of 
the logging industry in 
the area. During the fall 
of 1986, for the first 
time in a long time I 
noticed advertisements 
for skidder operators 
and  loggers in the 
region. Anyone who 
wants to work in that 
field can, it seems. 
Brian Loptson 
lan Dow In my opinion Sun- 
• The election of the day Shopping was,one 
Social Credit was the of the biggest issues to 
most important event, hit this town during 
because now we will 1986, but I also think 
f inal ly get some ,that the BC Winter 
government money in Games got things hap. 
this part of the country, peninghere. , 
Beyer , -- co tinued from page 4 
British Columbia voters. United Party leader Graham 
Lea folded the fledgeling party before it could even get 
off the ground, throwing his support behind Peter 
Pollen, then leader of the provincial Tories. 
But even before Vander Zalm had called the election, 
Pollen and Lea decided to leave politics. 
The year 1986 was also marked by a variety of scan- 
dals, involving a number of cabinet ministers. The Top 
Hat trial, the stories involving conflicts of interest by 
cabinet ministers, made headlines for months. ' 
From a reporter's point of view, 1986 was a good 
year, so good, in fact, that 1987 may be a bit of a disap- 
pointment to them. I have already been accused of being• 
too easy on the government, of not hitting the Socreds 
hard enough. 
That may be true, but it's not because I want to be 
easy on the government. The simple fact is that, so far, 
Vander Zalm hasn't provided much of a target, 
But hope springs eternal. There's always 1987, I 
mean, how long can a man keep Walking through a 
minefield without stepping on a mine? 
May 1987 be a good year for all of you. May you suc- 
ceed in everything you plan. And may I have the con- 
tinued good fortune to bring you a "good read" in the 
Terrace Review newspaper. 
In cour t  
Iia Terrace Provincial 
Court on Monday, Nov, 
24 Henry Tashoots was 
f ined a total of $1000 on 
two charges of operating a 
motor  vehicle while his 
abiltiy to drive was im- 
paired. Tashoots was also 
fined $35 for an offense 
under  the Motor Vehicle 
Act. ~ "1 t # " " 
. . $ . ,  * 
In Terrace Provincial 
Court on Tuesday, Nov. 
18 Marvin Quock was fin- 
ed $300 and three months 
in jailed for an offense 
under the Motor Vehicle 
Act. Quock was also fined 
$300 and three months in 
jail for a •different offense 
under the Motor Vehicle 
Act. 
weeks, many of you raised questions with me about 
possible ffects of Pacific Western Airlines taking over 
CP Air. It is difficult at this time to predict what the 
combined effects of the takeover and "degregulation" 
will mean to air transport in our area. However, it is fair 
to expect hat there will be major changes and thatwe'd 
better make our concerns known now - -  not after the 
changes are implemented. 
You ask, willwe keep 737 jet service at *present levels 
and present fares? Toanswer• this, we must look at the 
effects 6f deregulation i the U.S.A., what has happen: 
ed to our fares in recent years, and the "habits" of 
airlines when they have a monopoly on routes as PWA 
will soon have in northern B.C. 
We presently pay amongst he highest fares per mile 
in the country. In Canadalast year the entire airline in- 
dustry made only $1.5 million in ,profits on $5.6 billion 
in sales. Cheap fares were limited almost entirely to 
routes such as Vancouver to Toronto. In the United 
States, five of the twelve biggest airlines lost money last 
year, and deregulation meant many routes lost jet ser- 
vice entirely. 
The shift in Canada to turboprop aircraft (such as the 
DeHavilland Dash 8) has led to the expansion of the 
"hub and spoke" concept. This term refers tothe use of 
smaller propeller driven aircraft bringing passengers in
from various points to one airport where jet service con- 
nects to points such as Vancouver. Since 1983 (when 
deregulation began in Canada) the number of tur- 
boprop takeoffs has increased 36 percent (from 
350,000) and jet takeoffs by only 11 percent (from 
80,000). 
It takes three or four turboprop lanes to carry the 
same number of passengers as a jet; but the figures 
make it clear that airlines are expanding the use of tur- 
boprops and the "hub and spoke" system. 
So you ask, what does this all mean? What kind of 
"efficiencies" will PWA likely apply to our northern 
BC airports? The remarks of CP Air President Don 
Carry, from Vancouver sheds some light on this: He 
confirms that most western routes for both PWA and 
CP Air are profitable. However, he indicates that there 
will be some re-allocation of jets to central Canada. 
As a result of all of these factors we can safely assume 
that routing, aircraft types, scheduling, and fare 
changes are all in the works. The main trade-off of the 
"hub and spoke" concept is that there may bea sharp 
reduction in number of non-stop routes. This may mean 
that local carriers will be forced into partnerships and 
schedules to satisfy the PWA/CP Air group. 
In summary,• our local Councils must very quickly 
make their views knowtt (and your views) to the Cana- 
dian Transport Commission. Prime Minister Mulroney 
is moving the hill on deregulation through Parliament 
quickly. Decisions by the PWA/CP Air group are being 
made now. 
Stocking fu nd 
cheers residents 
,~rERRACE - -  For most of us Christmas is a time to be 
with our families and friends --  but we can not forget 
about those who are less fortunate than ourselves. That 
is why the Christmas Stocking Fund was developed. 
Many of the residents at Terraceview Lodge have no 
family living nearby, and foi: those people Christmas 
can be very lonely time. They hope for and depend on 
the support of the community to make each Christmas a
'special one. 
Many Terrace residents helped make this Christmas a
memorable one by supporting the Christmas Stocking 
Fund. There were a variety of gifts purchased in keeping 
with the needs of recipients. 
The grand total donated was $2018.40. 
For the many local people who helped make this years' 
stocking fund a success --  "Thank you", on behalf of 
the staff and, of course, the residents at Terraceview 
Lodge. 
future 
x~ 
of 
flying 
Donors 
thanked 
To the editor; 
Christmas was special 
- -  thanks to all of you in 
the communi ty .  The 
residents and staff of the 
Terraceview Lodge would 
like to take this opportuni- 
tY to express our sincere 
thanks to all the donors 
who supported our Christ- 
mas Stocking Fund. Our 
thanks again to the 
thoughtful people who 
gave their consideration to
the needs of the elderly in 
our community: 
Lori Dusdal, Elaine Fleming, 
Jenny Green, Mardi Lorimer, 
Nancy Mossop, Terrace Drugs 
Ltd., Wilma Zips, Sue Good- 
manson, G. Leblanc, Muriel 
Michiel, Darlene Wolfe, Natalie 
Wolfe, Bill Kennedy, Alice 
Sleeth, R. Almgren, Roger 
Davis, Grace Simons, Ronaldo 
"Lobo". Elizabeth Evans, The 
"Shannon" Family, Betty Bar- 
ton, Lindsay Cooper,  Ev's Men's 
Wear, House of Sim-oi-ghets, 
Leanne & Frankie Landry, 
Trembley, Cheryl Enright, Susan 
Ganson, Donna Laurent, Diane 
MacCormac, Geniene Suther- 
land, Eileen Zips, Pat Chapman, 
Mary Hoffman, W.H. McRae, 
The Terrace Homemakers, John 
& Tiny Wolfe, M. DaSilva Cater- 
ing Service, Sandra Norman, 
Airport Shell, John & Shirley 
Clift, Rob McGettigan, Helen 
Watson, Terraceview Grey Cup 
Committee, Terry Foster, Cecilia 
Varga, Staff/Terrace Home Sup- 
port Services, Connie Del- 
marque, Finning Tractor & 
Equipment Co. Ltd., Kinette 
Club of Terrace, ,nile Siracki, 
Joan Wright, Bruno Belanger, 
Emerson Optical, Mr. & Mrs. 
Sychakowsky, The "Martins", 
School Office Staff, Lois Long, 
Canada Employment Centre 
Staff Fund, Jack Hoekstra 
Landscaping, ~ Elizabeth 
McBryan, Nate's Electric Lid., 
Terrace Rotary Club, .Jon's 
Hairstyling; Mrs. Jim M~reton, 
Jason Sutherland, and last but 
not least, "The Anonymous 
Donors" .  ., . 
Our grand total in the 
Christmas Stocking Fund 
is $2018.40. 
Staff & Residents, 
Terraceview Lodge. 
Local fire report 
WORD POWER 
abscission: to cut off or 
remove, to end abruptly. 
TERRACE - -  For the rical/failures or malfunc- I ~ - - - - I  
month of November, 1986 tions, and two other types I I 
the Terrace Fire depart- of  sources.  All  six I I 
ment reported !9 in.  emergencies were partial I [ 
cidents, of whichstxwere call-outs and approx- I [ 
actual fires. Two single imately $1,100 of damage [ I 
family homes, one multi- was done to $114,000 of I I 
family home, one mercan- property. [ I 
tile. building, and two [ [ 
Vehicles were involved in Also during the month [ ! 
these fires. . there were two gas/oil [ Classifieds work! ! 
Sources o f  ignition in- leaks, seven alarms where [ Northwest Star [ 
eluded; two .incidents of no fire resulted, and four 
I * 835.7840 1 misuse of ,grated material, emergency ambulance as 
two.~ mechantca l /e lec t . .  • sistances, ' L . __ - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - j t ° l i  froo i.800.663-7671 " 
W• 
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Kermodes 3rd in Fraser Valley 
A tough second-game 
loss ended Caledonia 
Kermode boys' 10-game 
winning streak at the 
M.E. I .  high school 
basketball tournament 
on Dec. 20 weekend. 
However, the Kermodes 
came back and finished 
third overall in the three- 
day eight-team series. 
Kennodes tarted with a 
shakey 71-68 victory over 
un-ranked Abbotsford 
Christian. It was 38-38 at 
halftime. They went al- Parklands, with the 
most the entire game tallest lineup of all _BC 
without six-foot, nine- schools, stopped Ker- 
inch centre Chris McDon- modes on a 67-65 
aid, who injured his ankle squeaker after our boys 
in the first 10 seconds of came back from a two- 
the game. point deficit at the half. 
Garth Schmidt was high The possible tying basket 
scorer with 16 points, just wouldn't fall through 
Dave Kirkaldy chipped in in the dying seconds of the 
with 11, and Dion Orbell game. 
had 10. This win put them Kirkaldy had 14 points 
into the semi-finals a- as high scorer. Harpel 
gainst Parklands of Vic- Manhas came up with a 
toria, dozen, while Pat McPhee 
added 11. 
Parklands had started 
the tournament by beating 
top-ranked St. Thomas 
More, and the win over 
Kermodes put them into 
the championship game 
against the host M.E.I. 
boys. M.E. I .  burst 
Parklands' drive to the ti- 
tle by •beating the Victoria 
lads 68-48. 
Meanwhile, Kermodes 
took on Bishop Carroll of 
Calgary in a playoff for 
third and fifth spots. 
Kermodes regained the 
winning ways by whipping 
the Albertans 87-69 for 
third place. Schmidt led 
the way with 14 points. 
Manhas and Trevor Shan- 
non each scored a dozen. 
In the surprise awards' 
ceremony, only Kirkaldy 
was mentioned, and that 
was for a second-team all- 
star trophy. Coach Phil 
Letham felt that at least 
two more players deserved 
all-star honors. 
;' :,~t • 
The Surveyors of Terrace Youth Soccer's under-lO division won two and lost one during the 
p layof f  portion of their 8-team section. 
Terrace Youth Soccer 
athletes of 1986 
. _ i . . . .  
Braid'sRovers Ot the Terrace Youth Soccer under-18 division had a good season and tied for first 
place before losing out in the playoffs. 
Dave's Plumbing from the under-18 division had a so-so regular season, but they came on strong 
to win the playoff of their four team section. Photographs by Ken's Photo Studio. 
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Northern Motor Inn of Terrace Youth Soccer's under,14 division won the overall regular season. 
They also won three Straight to capture the playoff title, 
INTER-CITY MINOR HOCKEY LEAGUE 
Dec. 20 weekend - -  no games. 
TERRACE MINOR HOCKEY HOUSE LEAGUE 
Dec. 20 - Novice Division 
Legion 6 Firefighters 5 
MINOR HOCKEY EXHIBITION GAMES 
Dec. 20 Prince George Midgets 10 
Terrace Totem Ford Midgets 4 
Dec. 21 Prince George Midgets 8 
Terrace Totem Ford Midgets 6 
ATOMS MINOR HOCKEY CHRISTMAS TOURNAMENT 
Terrace 'A' 5 Terrace 'B' 5 
Kitirnat 'A' 7 Kitimat 'B' 5 
Terrace 'A' 9 Prince Rupert 8 
Kitimat 'A' 10 Terrace 'B'5 
Kttimat 'B' 13 Prince Rupert 4 
Kitlmat 'A' 12 Prince Rupert 4 
Kitlmat 'B' 8 Terrace 'B' 1 
Kitimat'A' 8 Terrace 'A'7 
Terrace 'B' 12 Prince Rupert 5. 
BANTAMS mINOR HOCKEY 
CHRISTMAS TOURNAMENT AT KITIMAT 
Kitimat 10 Terrace 'A' 6 
Prince Rupert 17 Terrace 'B' 1 
Prince Rupert 11 Terrace 'A' 3 
Kitirnat 22 Terrace 'B' 0 
Prince Rupert 9 Kitimat 7 
Terrace 'A' 9 Terrace 'B' 2 
Kitimat 11 Terrace 'A' 2 
Prince Rupert 19 Terrace 'B' 1 
Terrace 'A' 17 Terrace 'B'2 
Prince Rupert 9 Kitimat 6 
PEEWEE MINOR HOCKEY 
CHRISTMAS TOURNAMENT AT PRINCE RUPERT 
Prince Rupert 4 Terrace 3 
Kitimat 9 Hazelton. 8 
Smlthers 12 Prince Rupert 4 
KItimal 11 Terrace 2 
• Smithers 5 Hazelton 3 
i Kitimat 7 Smlthers 4 
. .  , i  Prince Rupert 5 Hazelton 2 
' ~ ~!Terrace 9 Smithers 4 
Kitimat 'B' 10 Terrace 'A' 3 ........ r........ " i~'~ ~~ ' "KiUrnat 8 Prince Rupert 1 
Kltlmat 'B' 9 Terrace 'B' 5 !~i Terrace 3 Hazelton 3 
KItlmat 'A'8.A Terrace 'A' 2 :: ~i i Kitlmat 13 Terrace 2 
Terrace 11 Terrace"B' 7 . ' "  ! Prince Rupert 5 Smithers 4 
KItimat 'A' 10 Kitimat 'B' 5 ,-ii • ,Kitimat 10 Prince Rupert 3 
, i ' 
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Soccer reps. 
Manuel's Pumas of Terrace Youth Soccer's under-18 division made it to the final playoffs where 
they lost out to Dave's P!umbing. 
Terrace club Older ) 
hosts ladies' is better 
The old guys from 1976 and 
playdowns 
The Terrace Curling the Ladies' World Cham- 
Club ~vill be hosting the Dion.~hips to be held in 
District 4 ladies' play- Chicago,. Illinois, March 
downs Jan. 9, 10 and 11, 22 to 29. 
1987. Curling commences at 
the Terrace Curling Club 
by Marge Skead, on Friday, Jan. 9 at 9 p.m. 
Terrace contributor Further draw times are 
Teams from Prince Saturday,, Jan. 10 at 10 
a.m., 2 p.m. and 7:30 
Rupert,• Smithers, Hous- p.m. Sunday's games are 
ton and Terrace will be 9 a.m. and 1 p.m. Mem- 
competing to represent bers hope to see residents 
our zone in the provincial at the club to watch any or 
finals to be held in Fort all of these games. 
Nelson Jan. 28 to Feb. 4. 
The winner in Fort TEAMS 
Nelson will advance to the Prince Rupert Judy 
Ladies' National Cham- Marineau, Wendy Atchi- 
pionships (Scott Tourna- son; Smithers - Carol 
ment of Hearts) tobeheld MacGregor; Houston - 
in Lethbridge, Alberta Gall Book; Terrace- Barb 
Feb. 28 to March 4. The Opheim, Paulette Patter- 
winner from here goes to son. 
back to the second world war 
proved they hadn't lost their 
touch at the recent annual • 
grads basketball tournament 
at Caledonia High School. 
These ancient ones came up 
with two wins and two ties 
against younger- opponents. 
Players are Fred Lindsay, Pat 
Kofoed, Kim Checkley, Willie 
Chemko, Greg Ross, Paul 
Walker, Ray Warner, •Bruce 
Johnson, Rob Onstein and 
Terry Marleau. 
Students  at Clarence 
MIchiel Elementary 
School in Terrace recent. 
ly presented the Salva. 
tion Army with a cheque 
for $680.00. The students 
raised the funds for 
needy residents. 
Daniele Berqulst photo 
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to Quebec 
The Terrace Inland . The team, under coach 
Kenworth Bantams are John Amos and manager 
getting the trip of a Guy Belanger leave for 
lifetime in February. Sorel, Quebec, at the end 
Our minor hockey rep of January and will spend 
team has been named to a week there under this 
take part in a week-long cultural, exchange pro- 
e~change program under a gram. 
federally 'financed "open .~ During this month the 
house Canada" trip from team is undi~rgc)ing extr~ 
the Secretary of State's lessons in spoken French 
department, so they'll be able to con- 
verse with their hosts. All  
the boys will be billeted 
for this trip . . . .  
The Sorel Bantam team 
will come to Terrace and  
spend a week here starting 
Feb. 25. They'll also visit 
Hazelton, Kitimat and 
Prince Rupert,. taking part 
in r6ughly •the same rou- 
tine as our boys will do at 
:Sorel. 
Cart thefts raise costs 
for local supermarkets 
by Daniele Berquist 
Sometimes they're 
used as "baby buggies"~ 
sometimes they carry 
"garbage", sometimes 
they're used as "go- 
carts" and occasionally 
they're used to carry 
"food". 
"They"  are called 
shopping carts, but are 
used for a variety of pur- 
poses, stated spokesmen 
for the Terrace Co- 
operative, Overwaitea 
Foods and Canada Safe- 
way. 
Groceries supervisor 
at the Terrace Co-op, 
Ron Brown, said in total 
they have 70 shopping 
carts available to their 
customers and approx- 
imately 10 to 15 are lost 
throughout the year. He 
said that last year 40 
carts were purchased; 
out of the.40 they are left 
with 29. Brown said that 
the customer pays in- 
directly, f rom food 
prices, for the missing 
carts. He added that an 
employee picks up lost 
cart.s weekly and 
brings them back for a 
dollar a cart. 
Barry DeRosier, man- 
ager for Overwaitea 
Foods, said that a new 
shopping cart sells for 
approximately $150. 
They lose approximately 
30 of the 175 carts owned 
by the store. The com- 
pany attributes their 
losses, said DeRosier, to 
theft and vandalism. 
Customers pay indi- 
rectly for the approx- 
imately 25 carts that are 
purchased yearly. 
Again, an individual is 
employed to bring back 
lost carts for $1. 
Canada Safeway's  
manager, Eric Johann- 
son said they own 150 
shopping carts and he 
estimated 40 to 50 are 
lost annually. Safeway 
replaces the ful l  
amount lost annually, 
and customers are charg- 
ed ind i rect ly  f rom 
overhead. The lost carts 
are brought back by a 
hired person for $1. 
The three grocery 
stores agree that a good 
methed of preventing the 
loss of carts or reducing 
it would be 
coin-release operation 
where people deposit a 
quarter and a cart is 
released. When custom- 
ers bring the cart back, a 
quarter is released. This 
device is used in Van- 
couver at newer Canada 
Safeway stores, Over- 
waitea Food stores and 
Co-ops. 
We don't see getting 
that set up in the near 
future, said management 
at the local stores, but it 
definitely makes sense to 
reduce loss of carts. 
Abandoned 
Shopping carts sometimes ap. 
pear to have a l i fe and random 
volition of their own; abandon. 
ed carts are a common sight 
around Terrace, both on the 
streets and in more unusual 
locations. The wheeled 
baskets cost about $150 each 
to replace, and local store 
owners say the losses are 
passed, on to consumers in 
retail prices. 
. 
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The Thomhill Junior High School's girls' basketball team plans on seeing lots Of action this season. 
Code for volute.ers 
As a volunteer, I realize that I am subject to a code 
of ethics similar to that which binds professionals in 
their fields. I, like them, assume oertain respon- 
sibilities and expect to account for what I do. I will 
keep confidential matters confidet|tial. 
• I interpret volunteer to mean that I have agreed to 
work without compensation in money, but having 
been accepted as a worker, I expect to do my work 
according to standards, as the paid staff expects to 
do their work. 
I promise to take to my work an attitude of open- 
mindcdness: to bring it interest and attention, and if 
necessary, be willing to be trained for it. 
I beliei, e that my attitude towards volunteer work 
should be professional. I believe that I have an 
obligation to my work, to those who direct it, to my 
colleagues, to those for whom it is done, and to the 
public. 
Being eager to contribute all that I can to human 
betterment, I accept this code for the volunteer as my 
code, to be followed cheerfully and carefully• 
A Bill of Rights for Volunteers 
• The right to be treated as a co-worker, not as 
"just free help": Not as a "prima donna". 
• The right to a suitable assignment, with considera- 
tion for personal preference, temperament, life ex- 
perience, education background. 
• The right to know as much about the organization 
as possible, its policies, its people. 
• The right to training for the job - -  thoughtfully 
planned and effectively presented. 
• The right to continuing education, follow-up to 
the initial training, information about new 
developments, training for greater responsibility. 
• • The right to sound guidance and direction - -  by 
someone who is experienced, well informed, patient 
and thoughtful. 
• The right to be heard -  to have a par t  in plann- 
ing, to feel free to make suggestions, to have respect 
shown for an honest opinion. 
There's a Heaven for Volunteers 
Many will be shocked to  find when the day of 
judgement nears, 
that there is a special place in heaven set aside for  
volunteers, 
Furnished with big recliners, satin couches and 
footstools, 
where there's no committee chairman, no group 
leaders or car pools. 
No eager team that needs a coach, n'o bazaar and 
no bake sale; 
there will be nothing to stap!e, not one thing to 
fold or mail. 
Telephone lists will be outlawed but a finger snap 
will bring 
cool drinks and gourmet dinners and rare treats fit 
for a king. 
You ask - -  who will serve these privileged few and 
work for all they're worth? 
Why, all those who reaped the benefits and not 
once volunteered for earth. 
• - -  Author unknown 
There is a great deal of upcoming talent in Skeena Junior High School's Grade 8 basketball team. I ney poseo mr a p~u¢uru m ~. lu- 
cent mini-tournament In Thornhill. 
, L  . 
Terrace women interested in: curling can join the: Ladles ses- 
sion on ice at the local arena on' Tuesday mornings. 
Join the BUCKLE UP Brigade I 
Seat belts save lives. 
ts 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre, 4542 Park Ave., 
Terrace, will be closed until January 19, 1987. Best wishes 
for the Holiday Season. 
Wednesday, January 7 -- Northwest Aicoholand Drug 
Counselling Service will be holding an information ses- 
sion on "Adult Children of Alcoholics" at 7:30 p.m. The 
sessions will be held at the Skeena Health Unit 
auditorium and will deal with issues in adult life that are a 
result of growing up with an alcoholic parent. A video will 
be shown and there will be a question and answer period; 
For further information, please call 638-8117. 
Friday, January 9 -- You are invited to the opening of an 
exhibition of works by Janet Mostad at 7:30 p,m. in the 
Terrace Public Art Gallery, 4610 Park Ave., Terrace. The 
artist will be present. This exhibit continues through to 
January 31, 1987. 
Saturday, January 10 - -  Terrace Peaks Gymnastics Club 
is holding their registration from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the 
Skeena Mall. This is for all classes. For more information, 
phone Irene Kuhar at 635-3215. 
Saturday, January 10 - -  Terrace Concert Society 
presents A Touch of Brass at the REM Lee Theatre at 8 
p m. This young brass quintet is becoming well-known for 
its superior musicianship and fine arrangements of musc 
that ranges from the Renaissance to the Jazz era. Tickets 
are available at Sight & Sound or at the door. 
Tuesday, January 13 - -  School District No. 88 (Terrace) 
will hold its regular school board meeting at the School 
Board Office, 3211 Kenney Street, Terrace, at 7:00 p.m. 
PLEASE NOTE -- School Board'meetings will now com. 
mence at 7:00 p.m. instead of 7:30 p.m. 
Wednesday, January 14 -- Northwest Development 
Education Association is showing the film "Water - The 
Hazardous Necessity" at 7:30 p.m. at the Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre, 4542 Park Avenue. Everyone 
welcome. A short business meeting will follow discussion 
of the film. For more information contact Frances at 
635-2436. 
Sunday, January 18 --  Watercolour workshop -- begin. 
nerlintermedlate level, with Jane Cross and Des Edwards 
of the Art Club of Kitimat, at Northwest Community Col. 
lege- Emily Cart Studio, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Thursday, January 29 -- Are you interested in an Interna. 
tional exchange program? We need people who would 
like to form a local committee for Interculture Canada, 
and families who would host a foreign student. Come to a 
public meeting to learn more at the Terrace Public Library 
at 7:30 p.m. 
AI.Anon family groups. Meetings for friends and relatives 
of alcoholics. Meetings are held every Monday at 8 p.m. at 
Mills Memorial Hospital in the conference room in the 
psychiatric ward. 
Terrace Association for Community Living needs ad- 
vocates for handicapped people living in Terrace. For 
more Information please phone Janlce at 635-9322 or 
Carol-Ann at 635-3940. 
Kermode Knit Wits, a club for all persons interested In fur. 
thering machine knitting. Regular monthly meetings will 
be held on the 2nd Tuesday at noon and the 4th Thursday 
at 7:30 p.m. For further information call Audrey 638-1335, 
Jan 635.7517 or Nancy635-5319. Everyone welcome. 
The Debt Counselling service is no longer available in Ter- 
race. To receive this service, call Vancouver 660-8950. 
. '..:i.; ..~ 
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by Bdan Loptson 
KitsumkalnmSk! Club Jan. 10, 1987 
The Northern BC 
Winter Games will be held Jan. 10 1987, at Kit- 
Feb. 5 to 8, 198"/. sumkalum Mountain in 
Alpine skiing tryouts Terrac6~ .~: ' 
wil l  be held on Saturday~ Registrati0n: in the 
' '' ~ lodge from 10:30a,m., to 
( , 4 th  p lace  ~ . 
The Terrace 'B,~team placed ]2  noon  on  race day, J an .  
fourth overall at the :,annual 10. Racetime: ! p.m. En- 
Terrace Atoms Christmas try fee: $2.00 for tryouts. 
minor hockey tournament, Four teams are to be 
They had one win, four losses selected to represent the 
and atle. Terrace, Kitimat, Haz- 
elton areai Five me~bers: 
per team will !, c0m~te, 
with male ~ and female 
competitors in the fo l low- .  
ing age :~groups: :  t2:.13 .~.. 
years (J, uni0r); 14-19 years 
(Intermedi.ate); 20-35 
years (Adult);36 an~ over 
(Senior). ~ 
• :~The Northern BC 
Winter Games alpine races 
will be held at Murray• 
Ridge Ski Hill in Fort St. 
James. 
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Groat Cane 
 eat Sale. 
i: :i:i~i! ,~I!; offering exceptional savings to many of our 
• destinations in Canada, including those:served 
*: ; :i:by our commuterpartners, Air Atlanticand 
, :i ::ii NorcanAir, Also, our friends at Pacific Western are 
: offering similar savings to additional points. 
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Celebrate Canadian destinati6nsf6ra,Wh61e:i6t .... legg
Canadian Pacific Air Lines' And allyou haveto do is travelbetween ? :~ : 
new alliance with Pacific Western January 24 and March 11,1987. 't • : 
But hurry! At these prices seats won 
and save up to last long. • : 
65% C°nditi°ns:ReservatiOnsmustbemade2IdayspriOrtOtravel':'~ 
Minimum stay one Saturday night. Maximum stay!~O days:- 
Seats limited on some flights. Fares subject to change and 
government approval. Other conditioris do apply. . . . .  . . . .  :-.~..~ .::;_;. 
Al l  fares are round trip from Terrace. ~' 
A N :~A D A • W I D E • S A V I N G S 
Calgary Edmonton Winnipeg Toronto Montreal 
'238  249  342 '409 
e-~ ~ - ,a~-:  
:;.. ...... : Vancouver 
. . . . .  '130 , . !  
,'M 
n.t or Canadian 
Pacific 
Pacific Air Lines at 635-7111 
Air 
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Midgets, 
Peewees 
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miss medals 
The Terrace 'A' team, sponsored by All Seasons Sports managed a third-place finish at the annual Terrace Atoms Christmas 
Minor Hockey tournament. Terrace won two, lost three and tied one. 
Both: Tei'race ' Totem 
Ford Midgets and Skeena 
Cellulose Peewees failed 
to come home with a top 
three performance attheir 
respect ive  Christmas 
minor hockey tour-  
naments. 
The Midgets wound up 
with a two-win, four-loss 
Meanwhile, at the 
Saanich International Pee. 
wee Tournament at Vic. 
toria, the Skeena Cellulose 
lads posted a record el 
one win, three losses and 
couple of ties in this seven. 
team, round-robin series. 
In their opener against 
record at the Quesnel Victoria Racquet Club, 
. . . .  _" * . . . .  • . .  - -  , .  .............................................. . 
series, and settled for the youngsters earned a ~ ~ ~ ' : : = : ~  " : ~ : " " : '  
seventh spot out of eight 3-3 tie. Rhett Gibson had ~ ~ "  "-- • 
teams. Only a pair of vic- two goals and Garth Mul- ~ - ~:~..~,~ ~. .~. :  .. ~ J : - ~  ' \l ': 
tortes over the Smithers- ler one. Jason Krug was ~ ~ ~ .  ~ ~:  ' ~ / ~ - ~  ~t~ 
Hazelton combines pro- named the game star of • ...... ~ ~ '~-~ ""-'~'- " ' , 
vented them from fin- Terrace. ~ Y ' ~ '  "'~"  "~-'=~':": " ~ _ ~ ~ ] ~  | l ' ' " ~ " :  "~-'~'" " "=" "- "' ':" "  " ' 
ishing in the cellar. Game two was a 4-1 loss ..:. ~ : . .~=~. -~- -~~~- - -~ -. • " . - ~ ~ : r . : - ~  ~ • : . - " "¢ . . -~ ' "  *" - • , .  " : " "~=, . ' t . -  ' ~ - - . ~ '  ' .,-. ~ ~  . • " ~ , , , , , ~ ' . ~ ' ~  i I~ 
The Totem Ford gang to Saanich with Ivan Lag- .: • ~ ~ " < : ~ "  - .... .-~.'-==~ .'" ,~ :  -. 
" ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . .  - - :  ~ ~ i l !  started with a tough 8-7 chenko scoring our goal ,>- ' -  < . -/:~ .... ~, ~ '  h .4g '  
~ ~ _ . ~  . . . . .  - - - ~ a ~ . ~  '~  . . . .  . ,  : ~ ~ I 
' • . = , . , _  ~ • ~ ~ " P ~ : , . _  - -  " " . . . . .  ,' . . . .  . ~ :~.  : "  ""  • .  t - - . . . . ,¢~11~ I~ I loss to Dawson Creek in and Clint Prest being ~ ~ ~  -:-~ .:~., , , ~ ~ ] ~ . ,  " ' . . . . .  ~ , , .  ~ ~ | 1  
the first game of their named the game star. . - ~ ~ _  three-game round-robin Their third game was a . -  , .... . -: ~ ~  
portion. Jason Wileyand thrilling 5-4 win over ~ ~ ~ I  
Richard Haldane each Spokane, Washington. ~:~:  . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ - ~ .  .... ~-~~-" :  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ...  " '  :"-" ...... ~ ~ ' " ~ ' " "  - " - . -~~_~' ;~1 .~-~,'.. . . . .  "~':..="_'~.==.'~.~..'.:::.='" . . . . . . .  =- . .= . .~: : . . :  . . . .  -L ' .~.~L'~.~'- : . . "~C.  . . .  . . . . . .  - . .  
contributed a pair of G~bson was picked as the ~-" ' ":~.%~"~..~.~"~ / /  1 / 1 1 / / I  I - / ~ "  ~ ' " ~ . ~ 1  
goals,- while singles went game star. Krug,  Las- ...,~_ - ~'-*:-\ :"-:=. . . . . .  1 .~ l . l l  I1~ "w U ' ~ "  la"  I~ i  -~ ,  .,-!.~:~ ,~-,~ . . . . .  
to Kelly Gilchrist, Mitch chenko, Muller, Richie ~ ~  :- , I ~ ~ ~ , l ' l  ,JR, ~P~'~. . - .  i'::v 
Shinde and Brian O'Neill. Piattoni and Dennis Dan- ;~-  
Next was a 10-4 pound-n is te r  handled our s e e r - ~ ~ ~  l ~ Y ' ~ ~  
ing at the hands of the ing.. . ' 
host team. Shinde and Seattle,• Washington 
S°bert H°lmberg each then f°und s°me weak" ~ ~ 11 
scored twice in this one- nesses in our lineup as i . . .  have your newspaper 
i sided contest. 
Game three had Prince 
George outscoring Terrace 
9-7. Haldane, Gilchrist 
and Wiley each dented the 
net twice. Rod Epp scored 
i the other goal. 
Totem Ford's first win 
over the Bulkley Valley 
team was next as we 
posted a 7-5 victory. 
Haldane came up with a 
hat trick, with Shinde ad- 
ding a pair. Wiley and 
O'Neill also scored. 
Game five was another 
loss - -  7-3 to Fort St. 
John. It was Gilchrist and 
Wiley sharing the scoring, 
with Gilchrist getting two. 
Their last game was a 
14-2 pasting over the 
Bulkley Valley entry. 
Shinde had the hot stick as 
he fired a double hat trick 
- -  six goals. Derek Phil- 
lips blasted in three while 
Haldane had a pair. Gil- 
christ, Wiley and Corey 
King also scored, 
they whipped us 8-2 in 
game four ,  Gibson and 
Laschenko did the scoring 
while Davey Jones was the 
game star. 
We earned a 6-6 tie in 
our next game against 
Portland, Oregon. Las- 
chenk scored twice and 
was named the game star. 
Shane Bourgoin, Piattoni, 
Krug and Jones also 
scored. 
In the final contest, they 
lost another heart-breaker 
- -  54 to Comox. Shawn 
-Munson in the nets made 
30 saves and was our game 
star. Jared Ewart, Ban- 
nister, Gibson and Prest 
handled the scoring, 
The final standings had 
Terrace in fifth place. The 
team's performance also 
earned them the most 
spor tsmanl ike  team 
trophy. 
Saanich whipped Com- 
ox 11-5 to win this series. 
Atoms tourney 
to Kitimat 
Kitimat's 'A' team, known as the Rotary Reps, came 
through to beat Kitimat's 'B' team 10-5 in the cham- 
pionship game of the annual Terrace Minor Hockey 
'Atoms' Tournament during the Christmas break. 
: The Rotary kids won all four of their round-robin 
[; games, then knocked off Terrace All Seasons Reps 8-2 
! in the semi-finals. Kitimat's 'B' gang won three and lost 
one in the round-robin, then took the Terrace 'B' team 
I 9-5 in the semi-final. 
In the playoff or third and fourth place, All Seasons 
outscored Terrace 'B' 11-7. Both Terrace teams wound 
up tied for third with one-win, two-loss and one-tie 
records. Prince Rupert was the fifth team and they were 
~ ,.-eliminated with four losses in a row. 
~ In awards following the final game, Kitimat 'B' had 
!i the most valuable players with Kevin Tremblay, 
Another Kitimat 'B' Player, Carlos Silva was named 
' best forward. 
Ryan Bennato won the trophy for high scorer as top 
gun with the Rotary Reps. All Seasons ~goalies . Curtis 
Bretherick and David Tanner, tied for best netminder 
' eont i l lu t ,  d on  p i le  23  
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delivered every week. 
For Just $24 you don't have 
' to miss a single issue! 
Subscribe 
now! 
A full year: $24.00 
Two years: $45.00 
Come into our off ice,  
or send a cheque or 
money order, to: 
Terrace Review 
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Terrace, B.C. 
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The Grad Men from the 
1977:to 1982 period ran 
off four straight victories 
to capture the annual 
four - team Caledonia 
basketball tournament at 
Cal high school just prior 
to the New Year. 
The •1983 to 86 grads 
tied in standings after the 
round-robin with the 1976 
and beyond team. They 
each had two wins and 
two losses. The current 
edition of Kermode Boys 
came in last with four 
losses in a row. 
In the two-game Ker- 
mode Girls.vs Grad Ladies 
series, the young team 
took both encounters. 
The series started with 
77-to-82 downing 83-to-86 
by a 75-58 score. Richard 
Klein had 20 points for the 
winners while Doug An- 
dersen had 16 and Jim 
Kellar 12. It was Mike 
Hogg with 11 and Wade 
Watson with 10 for the 
losers. 
In game, two, the 76 
Oldies got 11-point efforts 
from Willie Chemko and 
Greg Ross to edge the 
young Kermodes 71:69. 
Dave Kirkaldy had 13, 
Trevor  Shannon -!2 -and 
Dave H0gg .and Chris 
McDonald •10 each for the . 
Kermodes. - ::~ :'~I: 
I 
I 
. Termc#£e~, lew - - Wednesday, January 7: 1987;;: 1:1 
take tourney 
the losers. 
The fifth game was an 
84-72 win fo r  77-to-82 
team over the 76 Oldies. 
Klein led the scoring with 
21.points. Al Olson had 18 
for the 0id chaps. 
Game ~ six was a thrilling 
82-80 win for ~83-to-86 
over the 76 Oldies. Wade 
Watson canned two four 
shots with three seconds 
left to provide the victory. 
Watson with 21 and Mike 
Hogg with 29 paced the 
winners. Fred Lindsay had 
25 for the losers. 
A 33-point effort from 
Mike Johnson pushed • the 
77-to-82 gang to a 74-68 
win over the Kermodes in 
game seven. Jim Kellar 
contributed 13 for the 
winners. Kirkaldy with 13, 
Shannon with 11, and 
Dave-Hogg and Garth 
Schmidt with 10 each led 
the double-figure scoring 
of Kermodes. 
In game eight, the Ker- 
mode Girls came out on 
top by a 49-41 score 
against th e Grads. The 
Hendry" sisters paced their 
teams in scoring -- 
Mic, he~c; wj~h 19 for Ker' 
mo~le~'~nd:Caroline with 
Kermode Girls then 14forth¢,Gr~..s. 
posted:their first win, a :~i:~The fil~[l~'~:~ame was 
74-41 :victory over the another bench-clinger as 
Grad Ladies. Michcl le the:ancien~q~[e~:from 76 
Hendry and 27 points ~: for < ;:an~back ~o~t~d'ihn 80-79 
the K~mod~. Lisa. Dams ~:~in~b~/er~t~'~K~nodes of 
chipped in with 19 TM' today. Chemko had24 for 
Winners ) 
The team from 1977-to.82 
posted four straight victories 
to win the annual grads high 
.school basketball tourna- 
ment during the Christmas 
break. Players are Jim Kellar, 
Ernle Froese, Jamie Harvey, 
Will Hawey, Richard Klein, 
Gordy Fr0ese, Brian Keller, 
D0ugAndersen, Craig Mcln- 
tyre, Scott WIttke and Roger 
Valedz. 
TERRACE TOTEM FORD 
WANTS TO MAKE YOU AN 
INCREDIBLE OFFER THAT WILL 
• . , . -  
p 
. • . . -  , •  
-.:: .-,: 
LEAVE YOU NOTHING TO 
THINK ABOUT FOR 
6 MONTHS! 
".i 
! 
the winners while Schmidt 
had ;16 for the losers. 
" The fihal game was a 
65-60 win for 77-to-82 
over 83-to-86. Johnson 
with 22 and Watson with 
15 paced their respective 
teams. 
Monica Holubowski •pac- 
ed the: losers with' 12. 
Caroline Hendry had 10. 
Game four saw 83-to-86 
score a 81-66 win over 
Kermodes. Mike Hogg 
paced the winners with 22 
while Kirkaldy had 18 for 
, : : - . .  
• , -  ' 
DOWN PAYMENTS FOR SIX MONTHS  
Now through Jan. 31, 1987 
put no money down and make 
no payments for 6"months an any 
brand new Ford/Mercury of 
your choice. But there is a 
catch ... you must act now! Take 
delivery before Jan. 31, 1987 
to secure this offer. 
HURRY INTO TERRACE TOTEM FORD 
NOW! 
*This exclusive financing offer Is evagable on all 1986 
or 1987 models available from Dealer Inventory for a 
Ilmlt~l time only. This financing offer Is not available In 
combination with any other financing packages. Offer 
subject to approved credit. 
h P 
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24/12c 
. Dea ler  # 5548 
TERRA ! 
• CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-772-"1128 
1.4631 KEITH AVE., TERRACE B.C., PHONE. 635-4984 • 
Shelley Glesbrecht participated In the recent Canada Music 
Week performances in Terrace. 
Marylin Davies photo 
i l  I 
Thank you! 
We wish to thank the public for supporting our 
recent crab sale and magic show. These pro- 
jects raised over $3.800 net enabling us to 
make donat ons to the Canadian Nationat In- 
stitute for the Blind, T immy's Telethon and 
L~ The Members oflocal community projects. (<CentenniaiTerrace.L,ons ~ 1  
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1~ Terrace Revlew-- Wednesday, 3anuary "/, 1987 
zl, 
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A e.ommon eight In Terrace Is group gatherings wash ng :cars 
to raise money for tripe or equipment. Here studehts~from 
Skeena Junior Secondary School lather up a local vehicle with 
soap. - .  - 
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Images of 
Terrace 
1986 
A Terrace scout, 1986 
~ ~  ~ , : ~ : : : : : ,  November 1986 brought " a " 
~:. ~ ~  / '1  | /  •snowstorm to Terrace, but ~[  
~ ~  .." :~, temperatures were far milder: . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  .C  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . .  : 
Terrace resident, lg86. 
November weather provided 
the white material for a super- 
snowman at Skeena Junior 
Secondary School. 
i 
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The bottle ~hu been tossed 
aside but a drop of milk still 
resides on the lower lip of 
young Jonathon Maroallln; 
Peter Minlchlal le is 
Jonathon's proud grandfather. 
Danlele Berqulst photo 
,H  
v .... 
~ l c e  cream Is a perennial I ~~, i  
....... favorite, even when the I =v d l  
i ~ i ~  weather turns nippy, i 
Children were delighted by 
characters in the Terrace Little 
Theatre Christmas play such 
as the three little pigs and Ms. 
Piggy played by Eva Boyd,- 
Tanla MacKenzie, Kyra Mac- 
Donald and Karen Chrysler. 
The work of local artisans was 
In strong demand last year, as 
demonstrated at the Skeena 
Farmers' Market winter craft 
sale In the Terrace arena. 
" ;  ~:, ',Bert Tsa.Me-Gahl, an ad- ~: 
~ : !~' ministrative worker for the Ker- 
• "~a. ~; mode Friendship Society dur- 
; ",~ : :  ~ i : ing 1986. 
|~  Two municipal workers clear the sidewalk on r 
I~iBILazelle Ave.~ in preparation for making :~i: 
t JB  repairs to the cement. The project Is a Small~ ; ;  
I m part of the work that goes into the levelling o f .  ~ 
J~:isidewalks and street maintenance around 
r 
ii !i !ii  lili i!ii! 
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Scout leader ) 
A local scout leader, along 
with the young members of his 
troup, received Terrace pins 
from Mayor Jack Talstra at a 
recent meeting of Terrace 
council. 
( Citizenship 
Local Scouts attended one 
meeting of Terrace council as 
a requirement for earning the 
Citizenship Badge. . 
........................ ~~'~:'~~'" . . . .  Clean.up 
With the help of the Communi- 
ty Works Program vacant lots 
1 ....... in Terrace were kept clear of 
brush. ~ 
Tile level of local Interest in sport fishing was demonstrated by the heavy turnout for an Informa- 
tion meeting held early this winter In Terrace. 
. Faces  and  p laces  in 
. ~ t h e n e w s d u r i n g~ 1986. 
Steady progress was made last year toward completion of a privately-developed ski resort at 
Shames mountain near Terrace. Installation of this prefabricated bridge was part of winter work 
on the access road; opening of the development is scheduled for late 1987. 
A winter craft sale organized in late November by the Skeena 
Farmers' Mbrket drew many local exhibitors at the Terrace 
arena.. 
a II . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . .  asking ......... , . . . , . . . . . ~  
The summer of 86 provided ~ ~ ~  
opportunities to sunbathe for ~ ~ i ~ . o l  
Ioca!...!esldents of all species. 
The eporte facilities at Riverside Park suffered from many acts of vandalism during the past year. 
f 
~:: .  
: : :  ,:,~ 
f i:~ 
7 
• .!::~:;: ~i:~,~:,¢/,:-,i-::;:~ .,~•::::: i;j?':;~,,.:i:~ ~ i
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¥ 
iPedlatdC~xpom d .... : ili~ i
- The hospital auxlilary~;ec~nti~,'l~'r¢ll~lSed materials for a wall II'. -~' '~: < ~ i~ 
unit, along •with curtains for_ the playroom~on the pediatrics • '~:  
ward at Mills Memorial Hospital• Judy Nyland, (left) Marg.  " ..... ~'~'~ 
Petrick, Dorothy Lewis and Ellen Booth, with speclalguest, ' 
Santa, proudly show the newly decorated room. 
Oanlele Berqulst photo  " : -  
No, rthwes t 
SERVING: PRINCE RUPERT, KITIMAT, TERRACE, STEWART, HAZELTON, SMITHER~, 
The playroom on the pediatrics ward at Mills Memorial 
Hospital now has a more home-like atmosphere, thanks to. 
Jack Cook, (left) from Terrace Interiors who donated the 
wallpaper. McDonald's restaurant made a major donation 
towards a VCR for the playroom. The money was raised dur. 
Ing MClHappy Day in April of 1986. Daniel, Berqulst photo 
Hospita l  p layroom 
gets a facelift 
TERRACE - -  The 
playroom on pediatrics at 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
was recently redecorated 
and refurnished for the 
first time since the unit 
was opened in 1968. 
by Marg Petrick 
Terrace Contributor 
The wall unit to house 
the TV, books, VCR and 
toys was built by Gerry 
Bealle with materials be- 
ing purchased• by the 
Hospital Auxiliary. The 
Auxiliary also bought the 
curtains and contributed 
towards the purchase of 
the video cassette recorder 
(VCR). 
The major donation for 
the VCR was made by 
McDonald's Restaurant 
from monies raised during 
McHappy Day in April, 
1986. 
The wallpaper was 
donated by Jack Cook 
from Terrace Interiors. 
The playroom now has 
a more home-like at- 
mosphere which is appeal- 
ing to the children. 
Terrace resident George Chinn (centre) will be spending 
some time in the sun this winter after winning the Terrace 
Elks' Hawaiian Lottery. The certificate for an all.expenses- 
paid two.week trip for two was presented to Chinn by George 
Haugland (left) and Elks' Exalted Ruler Gordon Hamilton. 
Proceeds from the lottery go intothe Purple Cross Fund for 
speech and hearing impaired children. 
We Shme 
/n tl e 
North 
"~ :,~ 
, ' ( -~  
:if! 
- " I~  STEWART -.,.: 
. . . .  ' ' I PRINCEuPERT TERRACE" ..HAZELTON ............ :!:~il;~:~;~'~""~~'  
• KITIMAT ' " i/;.- 
/:. i'Y:" 
Households ineach 
of these communities and 
surrounding areas are 
receiving the Northwest Star 
every two weeks! 
A new communications vehicle is now serving 
the northwestern region of the province. Every 
other week residents from Prince Rupert • east 
to Smith.re and surrounding areas, northwest 
to Stewart and south to Kitimat are getting the 
Northwest Star delivered to theLr home FREE! 
If you want to broaden the scope of your 
advertising, and reach this whole area 
with one concentrated effort, 
call Jean-Luc Roy at 635-7840 and talk to him 
about giving your business 
a Northwest Star boost! 
FREE CLASSIFIED ADS 
You can reach 30,000 homes with your non-commercial classified ad 
ABSOLUTELY FREE! To place your ad fill In the form below and mall 
it to us or drop It off at our office at 4535 Greig Avenue, Terrace• 
>,',  ~;-~. 
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.......................... Fi EE( LASS|i ii b ................................ AD 
For =- NAME ............................... ADDRESS ............................... PHONE . . . . . . . . . . .  " 
FILL IN ONE WORD PER BOX - -  MAXIMUM 20 WORDS .~ 
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Welcome 
Skeena MLA Dave Parker (center), accompanied by his wife 
Dawne (left), warmly greeted a large number of people who at- 
tended the official opening and the ribbon-cutting ceremony of 
the Skeena constituency office on Lakelse Avenue in Terrace. 
Danlele Berquist photo 
A ribbon cuffing ceremony for the Skeena constituency office 
was held on December 20. MLA Dave Parker snipped the 
: TERRACE - -  The Ter- 
race Montessor i  
Children's House will 
begin part-time classes in 
the mornings in order to 
accommodate parent's 
needs. 
• ".~J 
E,xpo 1 ' "  ...... 
szgn and easy... 
TERRACE 
called BUSINESS GUIDE traffic 
hazard 
TERRACE - -  The 
monumental mound of 
dirt that forms the found- 
ation for the Expo 86 sign 
next to Terrace's tourist 
information office has 
been identified as a serious 
traffic hazard by the Ter- 
race RCMP. 
In a letter to Terrace 
council Insp. Yeske, of- 
ficer-in-charge of the Ter- 
race RCMP detachment, 
supports a Pacific Nor- 
therz~ Gas employee in re- 
questing that the dirt pile 
be either removed or 
reduced before a serious 
accident occurs. 
Yeske points out in the 
letter that the position of 
the sign screens visibility 
for vehicles turning onto 
Highway 16 off Kerr St., 
forcing drivers to intrude 
into the eastbound lane of 
the busy thoroughfare 
before they are able to see 
oncoming traffic. Yeske 
states that the RCMP have 
not heard of any collisions 
at the intersection, but he 
indicates there have been a 
number of near misses. 
A previous resolution of 
Terrace council had ex- 
pressed the intent to leave 
the mound in anticipation 
of replacing the Expo sign 
with a Welcome to Ter- 
race message. In view of 
the RCMP letter, how- 
ever, Aid. Bob Jackman 
proposed at the Dec. 22 
council meeting that the 
matter be dealt with im- 
mediately. Aid. Ruth 
Hallock indicated that due 
to the notification the city 
could incur a liability if an 
: Transmissions 
. Exchange • Rebuilt 
. Parts. Repairs 
Automotive and marine 
Your local, on the spot specialists 
for over 16 years 
For the best in maintenance or repair... 
m i |  i 
|ERRACE' ! RANSMISSION 
4419 Legion Ave., Terrace 
635-2600 After hours: 635-6937 
PRO TECH ELECTRONICS 
4519 LAKELSE AVE., TERRACE 
635-5134 
Complete electronics 
repair services 
Service centre for most 
major brands 
Satelite TV systems 
Thornhili Grocery 
& Laundromat 
• Open 7daysa weekea.m., lOp.m. 
• Fresh meat cut daily 
• Fresh produce, 'Take-out' foods 
• Post office 
635-6624 
across from Thornhlll Elementary 
KALUM ELECTRIC 
Major Appliances: 
Frigidaire Electrohome 
Westinghouse Quasar T.V. 
Sales & Service VCR 
Parts Depot We service 
for all makes all makes 
Kalum Electric Ltd 3234 Kalum St. • 635.6286 
Your complete 
source for all 
your heating 
needs. • 
Northwest  Consol idated 
Suppy Ltd. 
5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-7158 
B CONTRACTING 
Wood stove installations 
with Fact0ry-built Chimneys ~, ]  
Fireplace inserts in House Delivery. 
_ ~  "SAFE INSTALLATION z .~ CUSTOMER SATISFACTION" 
635.5859 
4-3916 Mountalnvlew Ave., 
TERRACE, B.C. 
TOTAL 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
TYPING 
VOICE PAGERS-Or PHOTOCOPYING 
24.HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE 
638-8195 
#1-3238 Kalum St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 2N4 
~ TERRACE LTD. 
4711-A Keith Ave. 
Auto Glass Specialists 
ICBC claims handled promptly 
638-1166 
~[~._  Specializing IJ, 
S_ i: . .] -'3--:!~ 4x4 and . . . .  
~ ~  Automatic 
- .~~,~ Transmission ..... 
• ~.~"--'"'~ Repairs . . . .  '~,,~ 
• Nor th  Coast  Auto  • 
3220 River Dr;, Terrace, - Repalnl  Ltd:~r~7 . . . . . .  
For lots o' Bargains, call 
Lots o' Cones 
Knitting Ltd. 
SKEENA MALL e~z30 
Machine Knitting Specialists 
Selected yarns -- 19¢/oz. 
I MERCCRUISERS ¢r MARINER OUTBOARDS Industrial t • 
ribbon in two. accident subsequently OC- HAMILTON & OUTBOARD MARINER JETS Commercial & " - / '~ /  
curs at the intersection. HOMELIGHTLAWNMOWERS Residential -"L )~. 
tP :  ' A id"  R°bert  C°°per '  i YAMAHA3&4WHEELERS , g lE I  ~_ :  rt-t me classes however, pointed out that YAMAHA POWER PRODUCTS 
SHINDAIWA CHAIN SAWS Wirin begin at  winter temperatures have OLNo.,~O &POWERPNODUCTS 0 C 
probably frozen the  KEN S MARINE 
mo.nd so,d, .=.sita ing ate'  s ctrl 
M • Nathan Waddell -- Electrical Contractor the use of jack hammers 4946 Greig Ave. Phone: 635-2909 4.1Luo,, Av.,,r,.eco m-lm o n t esso  r l i for any modifications. , , 
by Philip Musselman 
B&G 
GROCERY 
Laundromat & Carwash 
DOC'S CARTAGE 
AND STORAGE CO. (1984) LTD. 
Agents for ,.. WUNITED 
United Van Lines qMUNITED -yu~,rrEo 
... across town or across the nation. 
Tracie LeBlond parent 
support has been over- 
whelming, and enrolment 
more than satisfactory. 
The pre.school recently 
changed locations from 
635.2728 
Council resolved to 
commission the work, if 
practical, under the advice 
of the RCMP. 
Two years ago the Ter- 
race  Montessor i  
Children's House opened 
its doors to local children. 
i The pre.school boasts a 
special teaching method 
that was developed by Dr. 
Maria Montessori. 
~ The school has opened 
c lasses  for two or three 
day part-time periods, but 
i t s  also maintaining the 
~ :i full,time class. 
: :Two day classes take 
p lace  on Tuesday and 
Thursday t while three day 
openings are on Monday, 
• Wednesday, and Friday. 
According to teacher, 
4907 Lazelle to 3312 l 
Sparks. The location is ~ ~  ~ I~k I'qb~'qplOpenS:30"lO:3Odaily I 3111Blakeburn St., Terrace, BC. 
now very centralized and 2701 S. Kalum 635-6180 In Klt lmat-  Phone 632-2544 
allows us field trip access 
to a number of delightful ~ Sales and Service for 
learning places, LeBlond 
explained. ~ I~)~b,I Motorcycles . Chelnaaws 
Two day per week I su~-~l  Snowmobiles . Matins Supplies " eL~,.~.~.JL~ 
classes cost $45 per 
month, while three days 
per week are $65 per 
month. Three day enrol- 
ment in the afternoons is 
quite high, while classes in 
the mornings, on two or 
three day schedules, are 
just beginning. 
The Montessor i  
Children's House operates 
on the same scheduling as 
the public school system 
and full-time, five day ser- 
vices are still available. 
Set your message 
across, place an ad 
Northwest Star 
Terrace Review 
Call toll free: 
1-800-663-7671 
In Terrace call: 
635.7840 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT 
SALES LTD. 
II I 
N 
4441 Lakelse Ave.. Terrace Ph. 635-6384 
Contact 
TERRACE REVIEW 
GREIG A VE., TERRACE, B.C.  PHONE: 635-7840 
C a d e t s t a ke o n--t o u 
by Charlie Meek 
Terrace Contributor 
TERRACE -- On Dec. 22 
and 23 the 747 squadron 
Air Cadets were hosts to 
the senior citizens of 
Skeenaview Eodge, the 
Willows senior citizens 
home and also the Happy 
Gang Centre, Terrace. 
Air Cadets of the 
squadron went around in 
two buses viewing the 
lights, senior citizens were 
taken up to the Cadet Hall 
at the Terrace Airport 
where they were greeted 
by members of the staff 
and sponsoring commit- 
Terrace 
[] 
ptoneer 
passes 
away 
TERRACE -- On Dec. 3, 
1986 Gustav Gaensbauer, 
one of Terrace's early 
pioneers, passed away in 
Matsqui, B.C. 
by Philip Musselman 
• " " . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . .  . ' ' :  " : ; : " .~r raceRev lew- -  Wednesday, January 7, 
., ettez 
Mrs. Papst; Mr. D. 
Estacaille; Mr. & Mrs. 
Nichols; Mr. & Mrs. 
T remblay ;  and the 
Centennial Lions for 
donating and driving the 
bus for our guests in 
wheelchairs. 
Also sincere thanks to 
Skeenaview Lodge, The 
Willows, and the Happy 
Gang Centre, and finally 
to the Air Cadets, it was a 
wonderful couple of even- 
ings. 
Charles F. Meek 
Commanding Officer 
747 Sqn., Terrace B.C. 
To the editor, 
I would be grateful if I 
could, through your 
newspaper, thank  the 
many people who ensured 
that our Senior Citizens 
nights held on Dec. 22 and 
23 went with every suc- 
cess. 
Thanks to Farwest Bus 
Lines; Mr. & Mrs. Merry; 
Farwest Bus drivers Mrs. 
Paulette Joel; Mrs. Linda 
Turner; Missy Pratt; 
volunteers at the Cadet 
hall; Miss Pauline King; 
Mrs. Linda Hudson; Mr. 
& Mrs.-Chandler; Mr. & 
Where it's at... 
Enter ta inment  
th i s  
Week:  
Three or four hundred 
people settled in the Ter- 
race area in the mid 
.... " 1920's. Some of them 
farmed, some looked for 
gold, and others just kept 
busy by blazing a trail for 
today's citizens. 
Gustav (Gus) Gaens- 
bauer was born October 
22, 1900 in Beidigheim, 
Germany. After World 
War I he decided to make 
a new start inSouth  
America and eventually 
made his way north until 
he came to Terrace in 
1925. 
In Terrace Gaensbauer 
worked for George Little 
as a slaughterhouse but- 
cher, for several years. In 
1927 he married, and he 
and his wife Louise started 
a farm on 10 acres of land 
on Eby Road. 
In 1938 Gaensbauer and 
his family picked up and 
moved to Atlin where he 
worked at placer mining at 
McKee Creek. Later he 
moved to Whitehorse and 
worked for the army, in a 
large camp. Several years 
later Gaensbauer retired 
to Qualicum on Van- 
couver Island, and even- 
tually joined his daughter 
in Abbotsford. 
Gustav Gaensbauer is 
survived by his wife 
Louise, his son Herbert 
Gaensbauer, his daughter 
Ruth Stewart, six grand- 
children, and one great 
grandchild. Funeral ser- 
vices were held on Dec. 6 
at Woodlawn-Henderson 
Funeral Home. 
AVALANCHES 
Snow avalanches occur 
quite frequently in the 
Terrace area. 
Motorists are encour- 
aged to proceed with cau- 
tion. 
tee. Coffee, tea, and sand- 
wiches were served to the 
visitors. 
The senior citizens were 
delightfully surprised by a 
visit from Santa Claus 
who went around and 
gave all the visitors a gift 
of a Christmas carnation 
and Christmas card, but. 
surprises didn't end there. 
Commanding off icer 
Charlie Meek was very 
much surprised when the 
sponsoring committee 
gave him a cake and gifts 
to celebrate his birthday 
on Dec. 26. The cake was 
given out to everyone who 
I A guide to 
Terrace's 
night life - -  
~ the "who 
where and 
when" for 
entertainment. 
Northern  - 
Motor Tom Mohr 
Inn Country Western Singer 
This week's Saturday Jam 
4 to 7 p.m. 
feature: Br ing .an  Ins t rument /  
was in the hall.. ~ 
A very special 
goes to Farwest:bus com- 
pany who donated two 
buses for the senior: 
citizens. 
The sponsoring com- 
mittee, volunteer Air 
Cadets, and staf f  
thoroughly enjoyed the 
visit by the senior citizens 
and hopefully will be able 
to do the same again next 
year. Finally, a special 
thanks to community 
residents who ensured 
their Christmas lights 
were on for those two 
evenings. 
: ~ . . . . . . . . . .  i ........ ~ " .... ~ i  ~ ~ ~  . . . .  ~" " .... i~::.,~.~. ,. ~ ...... ~ ,  ~® .,,.: ... ~,~ 
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" Jump rope 
The annual Jump .Rope for 
Heart was held at Veritas 
School recently. Grades 3 to 7 
participateci in the event. Pro- 
ceeds will be going to the 
B.C. Heart Foundation. 
( Over $1,000 raised 
Students of Veritas School in 
Terrace, raised $1,449.74 dur- 
ing their recent "Jump Rope 
for Heart". The funds were 
donated to the B.C. Heart 
Foundation. Sister Mary 
Macoretta, (left) Lidia Stella 
(centre) with JIIlian, a Grade 3 
student who raised $87.00, 
presented the cheque on 
behalf of the School to Tracy 
Ritter, (right) representative 
• for the B.C. Heart Founda- 
tion. • Danlele Berquist photo 
Wednesday is 
SHIRT 
DAY 
Men's or Ladies' 
cotton blend 
dress'or 
business e t 
expertly la t/ 
~I"--hIIIcvct. yotl WC;II' m~,~ 
V~.c'cleail  whh car,:...// 
c2ieRa rd s (8[ an r  
3223 Emerson St. 
2 
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You don't have to 
be rich to 
advertise! 
A classified ad in 
the Terrace Review 
is yours for 
OralLY $2 
i~ i  (per week, 30 words or less) 
How do you get your ad ~' 
into the Review? 
• drop it in our mail slot 
• mail it to us 
• come into our office 
• phone us 
• or stop us on the street 
There will be no bllllngl Pay next time you 
come In or next time you see us. We're work- 
Ing the "Honor Sysiem" 
!~Z i  i : ~ 
:; iii : ii!iiiiii i :  ! 
i!/i : • 
Terrace Review i 
4535 Grelg Ave., Terrace 635-7840 
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Council news 
TERRACE -- The Bell 
Pole Co. has requested use 
of Halliwell Ave. between 
N. Sparks St. and Kalum 
Lake Dr. for hauling logs 
during its winter opera- 
tions. Company represen- 
tatives have met with Ter- 
race council members, but 
no agreement has been 
reached on the proposal. 
Halliwell Ave. is in 
perpetually poor condi- 
tion due to old pavement 
and a substandard road- 
bed, and council members 
expressed concern that the 
road would be unable to 
sustain the heavy logging 
traffic over a long period 
of time. Estimates indicate 
upgrading the road to an 
acceptable level would 
cost about $575,000. 
Bell Pole has cutting 
rights in the Kitselas area, 
and the company has re- 
ceived permission to re- 
move 150,000 cubic 
meters of timber from the 
tenure. Alternatives to the 
Halliwell route, such as 
extending Orde St. to 
Kalum Lake Dr., would 
involve road construction 
and a longer hauling dis- 
tanee. At the present ime 
Bell Pole has not respond- 
ed to a suggestion from 
council for a cost-sharing 
arrangement on main- 
tenance and upgrading for 
Halliwell. 
The log-hauling pro- 
posal would involve 10 to 
12 loads daily traversing 
Halliwell during winter 
months for the next ten 
years. The trucking would 
only take place during 
frozen road conditions, 
and logging is scheduled 
to begin this year. 
GRANT SOUGHT 
Terrace council is conti- 
nuing its pursuit through 
senior levels of govern- 
ment for aid in the con- 
struction of a new sewage 
treatment plant scheduled 
for this year. Having fruit- 
lessly dogged the provin- 
cial government for a cost- 
sharing arrangement on 
the $1.6 million project, 
council has now turned to 
the federal government 
for help. 
A report from a recent 
informal meeting between 
• council members and 
Skeena MP Jim Fulton in- 
dicates assistance may be 
available to  Terrace 
through an Economic Re- 
gional Development 
Agreement (ERDA). An 
ERDA for the protection 
and enhancement of the 
Pacific Rim area on Van- 
couver Island resulted in 
the provision of new sew- 
age treament facilities for 
the communit ies of 
Tofino and Ucluelet, and 
Fulton indicated Terrace 
may be able to qualify for 
a similar grant if it can be 
shown that protecting the 
Skeena River from Ter- 
race's primary sewage 
pollution would have a 
positive effect on regional 
tourism. 
LAGOONS MOVED 
At the Dec. 22 meeting 
of Terrace council, Aid. 
Bob Jackman revealed 
that the city recently pur- 
• chased 3.5 hectares of 
land on Brauns Island for 
$10,000. The lot will be 
used as a location for 
facultative lagoons adja- 
cent to the new sewage 
treatment plant. 
Jackman indicated that 
building the lagoons on 
high ground away from 
the Skeena River will 
enable the city to use a 
lighter construction stan- 
dard than the original 
design, saving $75,000 on 
the project. 
JUBILEE AIDED 
On a motion from Aid. 
Doug Smith at the Dec. 22 
council meeting, Terrace 
council has provided 
$2,000 in municipal mon- 
ey as a contingency fund 
for the Terrace Diamond 
Jubilee Committee. Smith 
said arranging the celebra- 
tions for Terrace's ixtieth 
birthday will probably 
cost about $10,000, but he 
added that a number of 
fund-raising events are 
planned by the committee 
to enable them tO recover 
the costs and repay the 
$2,000 seed money to the 
city. 
DEPUTIES 
At the Dec. 22 meeting 
of Terrace council the 
1987 schedule for Deputy 
Mayor responsibilities was 
announced: 
• January -February :  
Aid. Mo Takhar. 
• March-Apr i l :  Aid. 
George Clark. 
• May-June: Aid. Robert 
Cooper. 
• July-August: Aid. Bob 
Jackman. 
• September-October: 
Aid. Ruth Hallock. 
• November-December: 
Ald. Doug Smith. 
In court 
On Friday, Dec. 5 in 
Terrace Provincial Court 
Dwayne Ellwood was fin- 
ed $50 for fraudulently 
obtaining food and lodg- 
ing. 
Police 
Repor t  , 
On Tuesday, Dec. 30 
the Terrace Knox United 
Church was broken into. 
At this time Terrace 
RCMI 5 reported that no- 
thing appears to have been 
taken. Police are continu- 
ing their investigation. **lit 
On Wednesday, Dec. 31 
a 22 year old Terrace 
woman was charged for 
assault with a weapon, 
following a stabbing inci- 
dent at 2801 Kenney Street- 
in Terrace. 
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Over $3,000 was raised during the third annual Christmas 
show sponsored by Terrace Centennial Lions. Hugh Hep- 
burn, Lion's president, said the funds will be presented to the 
Canadian Institute of the Blind (CNIB), early in the new yea r. 
Tim Alquire performed a wide variety of i l lusions in all three 
of his performances. Daniel Berquist photo 
Winners announced 
The Canada Safeway 
store management in Ter- 
race recently announced 
the winners of three draws 
that took place over the 
festive season. 
On Dec .  20 Mrs. 
Balburn of Terrace was 
the lucky winner of the 
A&W Rootbeer Kit, com- 
pliments of Goodwill Bot- 
tling North Ltd. 
On Dec. 24 Darlynne 
Braid of Terrace was the 
lucky ticket holder for a 
Noma Sleigh, com- 
pliments of Skeena Bev- 
• erages Ltd. 
A Gingerbread House, 
draw compliments of 
Safeway, was won by L. 
McKeown of Terrace. 
Sale of the Rootbeer 
floats raised over $200 for 
the Salvation Army. The 
proceeds were for the 
Christmas Cheer in the 
Terrace area. 
Fashion 
'! 
i Monlca Sousa 
ipartlcipated in 
~The Best You 
ilCan Be pro- 
i gram offered ~ through Ter- ~race Parks and ~ ~ 
!Recreat ion .  i 
i The program is 
i , e0 = on i: I 
i r l ch lng  the .... 
i glrls' knowl- ~edge of per- 
~sonal care. A 
i fashion show 
i was held re- cently as a 
grand finale to 
the eight-week 
course. 
Danlele 
• • k 
Show a hit 
The third annual  
Christmas Show spon- 
sored by Terrace Centen- 
nial Lions was successful 
again this year. 
by Daniele Berquist ' 
Over $3000 was raised 
from all three perfor- 
mances, according to 
Lions president Hugh 
Hepburn. The monies will 
be presented early in the 
new year to the Canadian 
National. Institute of the 
Blind (CNIB), he said. 
The shows were held 
Dec. 21 at the REM Lee 
• Theatre and consisted of a 
wide variety of illusions. 
Tim Alquirey from Van- 
couver performed magic 
tricks aimed to entertain 
all age groups. Alquire re- 
quested the help of some 
of the boys and girls to 
perform his illusions, 
much to the delight of the 
youngsters. In short, AI- 
quire was a hit with the 
audience, and he will no 
doubt be invited to per- 
form again in Terrace. 
Directory of 
Terrace 
Churches 
Sacred Heart 
Catholic Church 
Mass tlmos 
Saturday: 7:30 p.m. 
Sunday: 8:30, 10:00 and 11:30 a.m. 
Pastor:. Allan F. Noonan, O.M.I. 
4830 Straume Ave .  635-2313 
St. Matthew's Anglican/ 
Episcopal Church 
4726 Lazelle Ave., Terrace Phone 635-9019 
Rector Ray. Canon Lance Staphsns - -  635-5855 
Sunday services: 
9:00 a.m. and 11:00 a.m. 
~U HRIST 
THERAN 
HURCH 
Phone 
635-5520 
Sunday School, 
and .Adult, Class 
9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Worship - 11:00 a.m. 
3229 Sparks Street, Terrace 
Rev. Michael R. Bergman 
Terrace Seventh-day Adventist Church 
3306 Griffiths - -  635-3232 
Saturday - -  Sabbath School - -  9:30 a.m. 
- -  Divine Service - -  11:00 a.m. 
Wednesdays - -  Prayer meeting - -  7:00 p.m. 
Pastor Ed Sukow - -  635-7642 
EVANGEL ICAL  FREE CHURCH 
3302 Sparks Street, Terrace, B.C. PH: 635.5115 
Pastors J im Westman and Bob Shatford 
Sunday School for all ages - -  9:45 a.m. 
Sunday 3ervices - -  11:00 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. 
Prayer Meeting - -  Wednesdays - -  7:00 p.m. 
KNOX UNITED CHURCH 
4907 Lazelle Ave. Phone: 635-6014 
Sunday Momlng Womhlp 10:30 AM 
Sunday School 10:30 AM 
Youth Group 6:30 PM 
Adult study throughout the week. Call Church office for details, 
Minister, Stan Bailey 
You are  we lcome/  
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
3511 Eby Street 
9:45 AM 
11:00 AM 
7:00 PM 
John Caplln -- Pastor 
Phone: 635.2434 
Sunday School 
Morning Service 
Evening Service 
Len Froese - -  Assoc. Pastor 
THE ALLIANCE CHURCH 
4923 AGAR AVE. TERRACE - -  Ph. 635-7727 
PASTORS: S. COUTTS and J.T. McNAIR (Interim) 
"9:45 AM -- Family Bible Hour 
11:00 AM -- New Years Communion Service 
6:00 PM -- "A Sermon From a Christmas Tree" 
YOUTH MINISTRIES HOME BIBLE STUDIES VISITATION 
ALL WELCOME 
The Salvation Army 
4643 Walsh Avenue 
SUNDAY 9:45AM - Christian Education: all ages 
SERVICES 11:00 AM - Holiness Meeting 
7:00 PM - Salvation Meeting 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PHONE 635-6480 
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Janu ary's astronomy calendar 
with one of my favorite 
planets, Saturn. Saturn 
will be low in the south- 
east at sunrise; as the 
month proceeds it will 
become easier to see. A 
small telescope is neces- 
sary to see Saturn's rings, 
and under good viewing 
conditions they are mag- 
nificent. 
During January Venus 
will still • be a beautiful 
sight in the morning sky. 
DOn't forget to look at it 
with binoculars o ybu can 
watch the changing 
phases. On Jan. 15, Venus 
will be fairly close to the 
bright and reddish colored 
star Antares, part of the 
tail of the scorpion con- 
stellation Scorpio. Later, 
on Jan. 24, Venus and 
Saturn will be very close 
together with only 1.8 
degrees separating them. 
On the last day of the 
month Venus will pass 
three degrees north of 
Uranus. This close prox- 
imity may give you an op- 
portunity to find this 
otherwise difficult-to.finn 
planet. (Use binoculars, 
though). 
Mars and Jupiter will 
continue to be visible in 
the evening sky. Since the 
month begins with a new 
moon, the waxing crescent 
moon, Jupiter, and Mars 
will be close together in 
the sky early in the month. 
It should be a nice view. 
One of the most spec- 
tacular of a l l  constella- 
tions will be prominent in 
the sky this month. This is 
the constellation Orion. 
This beautiful constella- 
tio'n is easy to find in the 
southern part of the sky 
during our winter. Bete- 
lgeuse, the star on the top 
left of the constellation, is 
a red supergiant, some 520 
light years (a light year be- 
ing the extremely large 
distance that light travels 
in a year) distant. If you 
look carefully you will 
notice that Betelgeuse is 
reddish in appearance. 
Rigel, the star at the bot- 
tom right of the constella- 
tion, is one of the most 
luminous tars in the sky, 
(about 55,000 times more 
luminous than the sun) so 
that even though it is con- 
siderably more •distant 
than Betelgeuse it appears 
brighter than that already 
very bright star. 
Or ion's  belt is un- 
mistakeable. Nowhere lse 
in the sky do three stars 
appear together in a line. 
If you follow the line of 
the belt to the left about 
20 degrees you will come 
to the brightest appearing 
star in the night sky, 
Sirius.-From Terrace this 
exceptionally bright star is 
always fairly low in the 
5.  
In December Terrace 
residents were lucky to 
have a few clear nights 
and early mornings when 
the planets stood out 
amongst he stars. It was 
exceptional to see the 
rapid movement of Mars 
and Jupiter, and on the 
evening of Dec. 18 we 
were fortunate to get a 
view of those two planets 
separated by' only half a 
degree in the sky. 
Venus and Mercury 
were the morning planets 
during December. Venus 
was very bright and easy 
to see. It was a lot harder 
to see Mercury so I was ex- 
cited to see it on two mor- 
nings fairly early in the 
month. I found a location 
near McDonald's at 7:15 
a.m. that gave a clear 
enough south eastern 
horizon. 
January  should be 
another good month for 
observing planets. Mer- 
cury will no longer be visi- 
ble, but it will be replaced 
southern part o f  the sky ,  '~!i!i 
As a /'esult of this low • - 
position, light from sirius 
comes to us through more 
atmosphere than stars fur- 
ther overhead. Movement 
of the atmosphere can 
cause Sirius to flash with 
color making it even more 
beautiful. 
Below Orion's belt is 
the Orion nebula (cloud). - 
On a dark, clear night, 
this cloud can be seen with 
the unaided eye. With b in '  . - . .  
oculars it is visible even , 
near city lights, and more 
of its structure can be 
seen. It is thought that 
stars are forming from the 
vast amounts of gas in this. 
huge nebula. This nebula 
really is a birthplace of 
stars, one of many such 
places in our galaxy. 
! will finish by remind- 
ing you that I do have 
some copies of an easy-to- : 
use star map; if you would : : :: 
like a copy you can con- 
tact me at Skeena Junior 
Secondary School. An- 
Vandals 
strike 
On Sunday, Dec. 28 vandais 
decorated this Terrace vehicle 
"in an obvious display of in- 
tellectual perversity. The car 
was desecrated at about 1:00 
a.m., in the carport of a Ter- 
race home. The owners of the 
vehic|e said they were pleased 
with the RCMP's quick re- 
.sponse in dealing with the 
problem, Two vandals were 
seen escaping on foot, but 
have not yet been caughl by 
the police. 
Bazaar  a success ) 
A bazaar was recently held at the Happy Gang Centre, spon- 
sored by the B.C. Old Age Pensioners Organization Branch 
73, in Terrace. Olga Hiap displays one of the items on sale. 
Daniele Berquist photo 
Last minute touches • 
f th~ B, OAF'O I ranch '3 of Terrace, Bq.=rnie 
~ts b,Jsy q n la,,;t mi lute t~)l ches during the recent 
J at t~e H Lppy Gan ] Centr~ Daniele BerQu~st photo 
Bake sale, tea, bazaar  ) 
Member o e C P  B 7 ernie 
Goyette gets u  o st nute ou  
bazaar held h  appy g re. 
Elsie Erickson, with daughter Charity, look overdishtowels 
made into pants by a member of the BCOAPO Branch 73, dur. 
ing the recent bazaar, bake sale and tea, held at the Happy 
Gang.Centre in Ter~ ace. Dantele Berqmst photo 
other excellent reference is
"Nightwatch" by Terence 
D ick inson ,  Camden 
House Publishing Ltd., 
1983, and this book is 
available at. the Terrace 
Public Library. 
Have a very happy 
1987. I hope you have 
good astronomical observ- 
ing. 
message 
)m the stars... 
Your Week Ahead Horoscope ,~  
Forecast Period: 1/I 1 - 1/17/87 4 t 
ARIES Important issues must be resolved and others 
Mar.21-Apr. 19 turn to you seeking uidance from your astute '*" 
observations, at 
TAURUS Interest in higher education or literary pursuits at 
Apr.20-May20 should lead to a new chapter in the book of 
experience. 
GEMINI Speculative dealings in corporate matters will at 
May2l-June20 probably turn out favorably, Strange com. 
munications are puzzling. -'W" 
CANCER Your mental awareness i stimulated by part. ; 
June21-July22 nership matters. Quarrelsome t ndencies = 
• should be kept under control. 
LEO A confident approach to the occupational at 
July 23-Aug, 2;': routine draws others to you for guidance, The at 
employment picture is bright, at 
VIRGO Inspirational thoughts draw you toward literary at 
Aug,23-Sept. 22 and dramatic types, where you can activate 
• your fantasies. " "-V -= 
LIBRA hnportant visitors to your home supply you at 
Sept, 23.Oct, 22 you with information you need to complete at 
your study of a current opic, at 
SCORPIO Aspects are favorable for those involved in at 
Oct. 23-Nov, 21 communications. You are able to express . 
yourselfwith ease and clarlty, 4. 
SAGII'rARIUS Friends and group associates have a decided at 
~ov.22.ne¢,21 influence on your personal financial condi, at 
don, Things are on the upswing, at 
CAPRICORN Competitive behavior in pd'sonal and business ~/~ 
* Dec, 22-Jan. 19 matters turns others away. Tone down the V -  
"'I'm out to top you" attitude, at 
AQUARIUS A strong-willed individual wants to control at " 
Jan. 20.Feb. 18 your thoughts and deeds. The fixed Aquarian at 
can never be submissive, at 
PISCES An unexpected honor or award comes to you at 
Feb, 19-Mar,20 in recognition for all your help in promoting 
aprogram, at 
' a t  
BERT S DELICATESSEN 
• W7-  
~ , . ,  WE HAVE.. at 
. , J ~ ~  .,,a large variety of ~t 
" ~~llPW_...,,~m.zlX,,~m~T meats, cheeses, European at 
~ ~ l ~ , . ~  novelties, super 
"~p~'~h~ll~.~, ~ ~  sandwiches, fresh salads, at 
.- "m"="~Y-AL~IbBI~, We cater for large and 
; .~, ~/,~v'~l~' ,.~w"~. J small parties and picnics, at 
• = ~ ~1 ~ 635-5440 at 
. . . .  at at 
, .  
• ,~ 4603 Park Ave, Terrace (across from the ibrary~ ,~ ~!, 
E 
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Premier chamber ensemble to perform In Terrace this weekend. 
Students hold potlatch 
Thornhill - -  As part of a Social Studies curriculum, 
Grade 4 students at Thornhill Elementary School 
recently examined the lifestyle of Haida Indians of long 
ago. 
A Potlatch took place at the school. In the Haida 
culture, when two people married, a Potlatch was held 
in celebration of their wedding. 
Don Smith, social worker with Kitsumkalum Band, 
was invited to tell a legend. 
At the closing of the Potlatch, students exchanged 
handmade imitation "Bentwood Boxes". 
The guests then journeyed back to their villages. 
A Touch of .... 
Brass coming 
to Ter race  
by Diane Weismiller 
Terrace Concert Society 
Terrace -- The Terrace 
Concert Society is presen- 
ting a performance by "A 
Touch of Brass" at the 
REM Lee Theatre on 
Saturday, Jan. I0 at 8 
p.m. 
Since their first perfor- 
mance in 1979, A Touch 
of Brass has rapidly 
become one of Canada's 
premier chamber en- 
sembles. The quintetper- 
forms over 100 concerts 
each year for more than 
40,000 children and adults 
from coast to coast. 
Wherever they go, the 
group is highly praised for 
the quality of their musi- 
cianship, their fine ar- 
rangements and: their 
entertaining presentation. 
The group features Ed- 
ward Bach and Chris 
Robertson (trumpets), 
Duncan Shaw (horn), 
Robert McLeod (trom- 
bone) and David Sabourin 
(tuba). 
The quintets many ac- 
complishments include 
first place honors at the 
Canad ian  Nat ional  
Festival of Music, the 'Du 
Maurier Search for Stars, 
a recently-awarded Career 
Development grant from 
the Canada Council, and 
the release of two record 
albums. 
Don't miss a fine even- 
ing of entertainment. 
Tickets are available at 
Sight & Sound or at the 
door. 
Students obtain 
employment from 
job entry program 
TERRACE -- A recent 
report from the Terrace 
Job Entry Program, 
which was coordinated by 
Karen Birkedal, instruct- 
or/developer of adult 
basic education at North- 
west Community College, 
yielded pleasing results. 
The Job Entry Program 
gives students a chance tO 
realize their goals through 
job experience, and helps 
to point them in the right 
direction once pursuits are 
chosen. 
The success rate for this 
year's Terrace clan dis- 
plays the true potential of 
this guiding light, and is 
bound to keep hopes rais- 
ed for 1987. 
The graduates of the 
venture were to pursue 
goals which would make a 
lasting impression of their 
lives. 
Participants in the Job 
Entry Program, who have 
already stepped into work 
fields are: Christine Mar. 
tine, who is currently 
employed at the Depart- 
ment of Highways;. Philip 
Musselman, employed at 
Close Up Business Ser- 
vices; Samantha Mc- 
Gowan, employed part- 
time at the Terrace Co-op; 
Lesa Divine, covering 
holidays at Skeena Saw- 
mills; and Clifford Rut- 
tan, who is enrolling ful l -  
time at Northwest Com- 
munity College. 
Don Smith, worker with the KItsumkalum Band was invited to 
tell legends of the Halda Indians of long ago. 
• Trevor King brings an extra bowl for one of the Invited guests 
during the recent Potlatch held at Thornhill Elementary School. 
Wolf chief was represented by Sherri Sunberg, a Grade 4 stu- 
dent during the "Potlatch" held at Thomhill Elementary 
School. 
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A Wednesday  Smi le  
John Chapman IS a Terrace resident and a member of the B.C. 
Old Age Pensioners Organization, Branch No. 73. 
Danlele Berqulst photo 
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THE 5EMIPERFECT 
TWO CAR:EER MARRIAGE : 
BY JOHNNY HART 
. ~ ~ . ~  
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..... . . . .  - : :~ :  BY GREG HOWARD 
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" ~=~' - ' - - - ' - - ' - - _ _ - - ' - "  " -  i Spec ia l i ing  in" 4x4 Repa i rs  and Automat ic  T ransmiss ions  ~ ~  
Terrace. Interaors. Ltd.. i' NORTH COAST 
Exterior and lnteriorpalnts I AUTO REPAIR  LTD. " 
Armstrong flooring • Harding carpets ! Sunworthy wallpaper I 3220 R,ver Drive, Terrace, B.C. 635-6967 ~ 371nc 
"A / / the  supplies you need" I I 14610 LaZelle Ave. Terrace i BY JACK ELROC 
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Weekly Crossword .. 1 ~N~...~,O~'~N~on~ov~ U ,   *~OV~..~J;\  L~,~o~ 
' LASt WEEK $ SOLUTION 5 Health resorts I ~ 
1 Klndoflettuce ~-~1~-~ ~ 7 Female salnt: abbr. " 
8 Russlart ruler . H lO i l  ILIIKI 9 Fa¢!!--.0~, n 
N n I I 16 Opposlteoltaboo 
. ,no,.,0oo0,. ;I I I of Gau . ~[~rA-IPlOlOi~l l  IHIo N Y] - -  P-" s 
15 AcrossArnerlca: I~INIE:IEIRBAIW~IR~PJ 1(  Haise . 
hyph. . E'RiA F: -: 21 Lessene o 
I '0 =n.  ~'~"~J ~-I~-I: ~ 25 Canyonrnouth 20 Scot, explorer 
e: , ,cg ,Lu '  ~ 26 Strict I=1 A.~o,..,.:~w~, . Manufacturer I Y - - **  ~.o,, l 23 SeRor: abbr. disciplinarian I 
I 25 Iowacollegetown 47 Close 30 Entices 
48 Opposlteo144down 31 Follower:. suffix I 
i 27 Swiss river 49 No: Scot. ~0 .o,, 0~ ~,,,, FRED BASSET BY ALEX GRAHAM Evil 50 St. Thomas HIgh 35 Russian mountain 
i 29 School: Intl. range ~ , , ;  30 Rolls 
I 32 African antelope 51 Lace 37 Dazzles 
33 Railroad:abbr. 52 Viollnstring 38 Burst of light -~ 
I 34 Indiantrlbe material 40 Turkish chamber 
41 Perches 35 Encourage DOWN 
i 36 Located 42 Rebecca's son 
37 Propagated Felines 43 Let it stand! ~. 
] 38 Monk's title Monster 44 Incumbents 
41 LIstsof candidates Emerge 46 Regret 
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Animals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  16 
Announcements . . . . . . . . . .  2 
Apartments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  19 
Auto: Cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  25 
Trucks . . . . . . . . . . . .  26 ' 
Boats . . . . . . . . . . . .  i . . . . . '  20 
Business Opportunities . . . . . .  12 
- Business Personals . . . . . . . .  : 10 
Cars. . . . . . . . . .  i . . . . . .  . . .  25 
Employment Opportunities... 11 
Employment Wanted . . . . . . . .  15 
Found . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 
For Rent Misc . . . . . . . . . . .  . 19 
For Sale Misc . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  8 
Garage Sales . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  17 
Homes for Rent . . . . . . . . . . . .  19 
Homes for Sale . . . . . . . . . . . .  33 
Kalum Family Day Care has 
"openings. Fenced yard, pets 
and toys. Ages newborn to 12 
years. Full-time, part-time or 
drop-in available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638-8398. tfnc 
Looking for glllnet roe herring 
llcences to lease or purchase. 
Contact Tobbl at 624-9636 or 
627-1120. 1/21c 
Need extra cash? Part.time 
cashier wanted Monday to 
Friday, 12 noon to 4 p.m. Ap- 
ply in person to the A&W in 
the Skeena Mall. 117p 
Part.time position available 
(22.5 hours per week). Duties 
will include reception, typing, 
filing, payroll and junior book- 
keeping skills. Payroll ex- 
perience would be an asset. 
Written applications only 
should be directed to: 
John G. McMynn, C.A., 
Carlyle Shepherd & Co., 
4548 Lakelse Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1P8 
1/7p 
FREE - -  Information on start- 
ing your own profitable 
business full or part time from 
your home. Write today to 
B & M Publishing, Box 974, 
Terrace, B.C.VSG4R2 1128p 
Registered pure bred German 
Shepherd' puppies --  10 
weeks old. 2 female, 1 male. 
Phone 842-6009 and ask for 
Beth. 1/14p 
Garage with access to elec- 
tric power, heat not essential. 
Call 635-4810 and ask for:  
Mike, evenings only. 1/7p 
' FOR REI~T 
• 1, 2 & 3 bdrm. apts. 
' Laundry facllltle8 
* Balconies 
* 2 bike from downtown 
* Rents start at $290 
* References required 
Ph. 638-1607 or 635-5224 
I 
House Trailers . . . . . . . . . .  32 Pets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  16 
Legal notices 35 Property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  33 Get a great deal before 
Livestock 16 Real Eslate ' 33 sprlngll One 1985 GS 400ES 
Lost & Found 7 Recreational Vehicles . . . . . . .  29 6-speed Suzuki motorcycle. 
Machinery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  21. Rentals 19 Low miles, cheap Insurance 
Marine..: . . . .  i- . . . .  . i . . . :20  Room&Board 19 rates, Priced to sell. Phone 
Memorlalnotes . . . . .  , . . , . .  4 Sales (Garage, Y~rd) . . . . . . .  17 635-7840. tfnc 
Misc. for sale . . . .  ,: , ,  i::, : .  8 Snowmobiles . . . . . . . . . . . . .  28 
Mobile Homes . . . . . .  :. i. ~. , : -  32 Thank-you notes . . . . . . . . . . .  6 
Motorcycles . . . : . .  ..... : ;  ;:...:::27: Trucks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  26 
Notices... : .  . . . .  :: : .  :; . : :  : 3 Volunteer Opportunities . . . .  14 1200 aq. ft. 3-bedroom home 
Obituaries ..... . .  : : . . : .  : : . . .  : o . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Wanted Misc. . 9 on large lot. Full basement 
Opportunities: . . . . .  wanted to Rent . . . . . . . . . . .  18 wlth sauna and rec room. 2 
Volunteer.:.: . . . .  : . . . . .  14 Work Wanted . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  15 fireplaces, sun. deck, large 
Business . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  12  Yard Sales . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  17 shop and storage bulldlng 
Employment . . . . . . . . . .  .. 11  detached. Modern home in 
Personal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 quiet area at 4708 Gair Ave. 
,, For more details phone 
638-8254. tfnc 
T " - - : : :~7.  :T " • 
. . . . .  2 • M a r ine  i 6 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, lot 
• size 82 X 132, floor area 1380 
Excellent downtown retail One beautiful hand-crafted sq. ft. Asking $69,500. Phone 
space located at Terrace's Optimlstsallingpram, Asking 638.8226, 1/21p 
busiest • intersection. For in- $650. Phone 635-7840. tfnc 
formation, call G. McConnell 
or M. Kerr a t  Sight and . '  
• 21 Machineryll Sound, 635-5333. tfnc 
For rent or lease, 1800 sq. ft. One 1250 Multlllth printing ~ Province of 
shop or store space on Grelg press with chain delivery and i ~  Bdtlsh Columbia 
Ave. Fenced storage area and spray; and one 18x241/= 
parking. Ph. 635-2655. tfnc Heidelberg KORD offset print: 
Ing press. Priced to sell. Ministry of 
For lease or rent: bodyshop Phone 635-7840. tfn Attorney General 
with spray booth and air com- 
pressor. Approx. 1500 sq. ft., NOTICE 
large parl~ing area. Ph. days 
635-2655 or eves. 798-2528. 1978 Plymouth Caravelle, TO CREDITORS 
tfnc good condition, needs tune- Estate of the deceased: 
up. Anxious to sell. $1,995. 
2-bedroom townhouse near Phone635-5327. 1/7p MANSELL:  FRANK 
hospital. Fridge, stove and . EVANS, A.K.A. FRANK 
drapes included. $450 per 1984 Toyota 3A ton PU, 4 cyl, MANSEU, LATE OF CIO 
month.  Call 635-7191 5-speed trans, long box, 
weekdays from 9 a.m. to 5 AM/FM radio, radial tires, 4103 SPARKS STREET, 
p.m. tfnc good cond. Ask $5,200 or BO. TERRACE, B.C. 
PH: 635-9202 Creditors or others having 
Older 2.bedroom home with Must sell 1984 Mercury Topaz claims against the said 
basement. Fireplace and big GS, 4 cyl, auto trans, sun roof, estate(s), are hereby re- 
yard. Phone 638-8804 or good condition. Ask $5,000 or qulred to send them duly 
635-2718evenings. 117p BO. PH:635-9202 verified to the PUBLIC 
TRUSTEE, 800 Hornby 
= Street, Vancouver, B.C., 
V6Z 2E5, before 
Management Training Position February 18, 1987 
We are an international company with after which date the assets 
over  60 years experience, or the said estate(s) will be 
Due to our growth we offer career op- distributed, having regard 
only to claims that have 
portunity to ambitous and aggressive been recelved. 
individuals whose goal is advancement 
S.C. RUMSEY 
in management. PUBLIC TRUSTEE 
Experience Unnecessary ,,~so 
- Two weeks training- excellent security 
program - opportunity to be promoted 
within the first year -  you can earn 
$25,000. °e to $35,000. o° within the first 
year. 
To Qualify: 
- Good character background - sports 
minded - bondable- free to travel- own 
reliable car. 
Only those who wish to get ahead need 
to apply. 
Please send resume to Box 10 
c/o Terrace Review, 4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G !M7 
F. 
I An equal opportunity company- M-5 
I I I 
Classifieds Work. 
I I 
FOR LEASE 
*COMMERCIAL- WAREHOUSE 
REPAIR SHOP 
A 951 square foot unit, with a 14' X 14' 
O.H. door, washroom, natural gas heat, 
mezzanine, work area & office. The 
_ building is located at the.comer of Kenney 
St. & Pohle Ave., Terrace B.C. 
PHONE 635-7459 
. . . .  I " I I i l  [ 
i~...i,.,.,j,,n'=,Ii,~.-== i,¢ 
.... ,, you want your 
classified ad seen 
in 30,O00.homes 
in Northwest B.C. 
see the details on 
the 
Northwest'  Star,, 
on page 15. 
I We are now taking appllcatlonsl . 
• Spacious & quiet suites at the comer of Walsh/Kenney. | 
• frldge, stove, drapes, wlw carpet, double sink IIii 
• free parking 
I • walking distance to Skeena Mall and bus stop II 
l 
II • near schools, theatre, store & recreation ground II 
| • security System and on.sitemanagement II 
I " " referencesrequlred " 1 
• | i Come for a view. You'll enjoy our I1| 
I residence in an excellent location. I 
I . . . .  ca, Elaine - -  638-1748 I 
4934 Davis Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
~:~:~:~:~:~:~'~:~:~:~;~;~:~:~:~:~:::~:::.'~:~:':~:~:~:~:~:~:~.~'~'~:~ . . . . .  : . ' ! .  :.:'. 
::iii THECOACHMAN iii :
i i! APARTMENTS 
: :  , :: 
i: 1 & 2 bedroom apar tments  :: % 
i~ available on the bench in Terrace. :ii 
:!: Clean, affordable suites to suit all ii! :: ':' 
:: ( including families). ::: :,, 
:::: TO VIEW PLEASE CALL ,:. 
i! 635 3618 :::: m TFN ,::. 
""i'~..'.'.'.'""'""'""" .... :,'.'.'.'.''"""''""'""""'.'.'.."'":"""'"' i t i l :  .r.............:.:...........,................  • .......... '...... ......:....,..... : . . . . . . . . .  : : .': ;',. 
"Best in Town" 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
:/fr0m :: i ~J,¢,~:month~ i 
[ .:._: i 
,- Attractive, spacious, with 
storage room . 
~,, Colored appliances and fixtures 
,, Beautiful cupboards, double .... : 
stainless sinks 
,,, Large balconies with sc reened ,,- Racquet Courts 
• patio doors v, Ample parking . 
,,,. Laundry facilities 
I J I zP~F month 
,,, Security enter-phones and 
deadbolts 
,,, Fully draped and co.ordinated to 
wall-to-wall carpets 
,,, Six.channel satellite TV . 
Phone 635-5968 (References required) 
• r 
42tnc  
Class i f ied  Ads :  dead.he is Friday, 4:00 p.m. 
As a public service the Terrace Review will print free of charge any ad offering to share something with the 
community (e.g., rides, child care; free Items). In addition, there wi l ibe no charge for "Lostand Found" or for 
ads placed by Individuals seeking work. 
Rates: Non display- }er Issue; $2.00 for 30 words or less, additional words 5¢ each. 
Display. per i;sue; $4.00 per column inch. 
We reserve the right to classify, edit or refuse any advertisement. 
Terms: Payment with order unless otherwise arranged. 
Please send your ad, with payment, to: 4535 Greig Ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M7 
! 
I 
CLASSIFIED 
• ' CONTINUEO 
" i®Bcl. yd o. [ 
Sale by Tender• 
500 kW Diesel Generating 
Unit consisting of a Cater- 
pillar D348 engine and 
Kate Model 500 SR9E 
generator. 
Location: 5220 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace V8G 4R5. 
Inspection and tender 
forms available at the 
aboveaddress, contact 
Ken Boyd at (604) 638-8101. 
Sale is "as is, where is" 
and subject to B.C.Hydro 
Conditions of Sale. All 
tenders due in the office of 
the Disposal Agent, 12345 
.88th Avenue, Surrey, B.C. 
V3W 5Z9 by noon, 27 Jan. 
87 and will be opened at 
12:45 p.m. Please quote 
Reference Number Q-626. 
117c  
(~ Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of 
Attorney General 
NOTICE 
TO CREDITORS 
Estate of the deceased: 
BROWN: DAVID, 
LATE OF CIO 4103 
SPARKS STREET, 
TERRACE, B.C. 
Creditors and others hav- 
Ing claims against the said 
estate(s), are hereby re- 
quired to send them duly 
verified to the PUBLIC 
TRUSTEE, 800 Hornby 
Street, Vancouver, B.C., 
V6Z 2E5, before 
February.18, 1987 
after which date the assets 
or the said estate(s) will be 
distributed, having regard 
only to claims that have 
been received. 
S.C. RUMSEY 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE 
1128c  
In court 
On Friday, Dec. 5 in 
Terrace Provincial Court 
Kore Hugstedt was found 
guilty of assault and was 
fined $100 and put on pro- 
bationfor six months. 
In Terrace Provincial 
Court on Friday, Dec. 5 
Nancy Valleau was fined 
$350 for operating a 
motor vehicle while her 
ability to drive was im- 
paired. 
On Friday, Dec. 5 in 
Terrace Provincial Court 
Kelly Backman was puton 
four months probation for 
mischief. * **  
In Terrace Provincial 
Court on Friday, Dec. 5 
Dean Turner was f ined 
$50 for fraudulently ob-  
taining food and lodging. 
On Monday, Dec. 15 in 
Terrace• Provincial Court 
Kevin Goddart was fined 
$750 for driving while his 
ability to drive was im- 
paired. Goddart's drivers 
license was also put on six 
months uspension. 
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.... No  rthw e st.: Co  m m u n ity Co-I I e g e ap p li e s: 
for Excel lence n Education grants 
. . . . . .  
TERRACE-  Northwest 
Community College has 
made its applications for 
Excellence in Education 
funding. 
by Philip Musselman 
Newer developments in
the Northwest College 
system include the 
Teleconferencing Pro- 
gram and the Mobile 
Computer Centre, which 
have done very well since 
the beginning of their 
operation. 
The 'college is asking for 
regular equipment 
replacement funds, in the 
amount of approximately 
$650,000, which is about 
10 percent of the current 
value of existing equip- 
ment. 
According. to Geoff 
Harris, College Bursar, 
the problem that North- 
west Community College 
has with replacement and 
maintenance of learning 
tools and other items is an 
obvious one, because 
many colleges find 
themselves in the same 
situation. Machinery, like 
welders, has been used to 
such a point that only half 
of it works. Other in- 
struments have been 
cannibalized to get parts. 
Three, examples of 
hold about $350,000 
worth of equipment hat 
has been with the college 
since its opening. Regular 
updating of equipment 
was not enough because 
of an inability to create an. 
equipment replacement 
plan. 
Insufficient capital 
budgets have brought 
about  b roken  down 
machines thatcan only be 
put out of service until 
other arrangements can be 
made. Prospects of in- 
creased enrolment would 
prove difficult, since even 
low numbers of students 
get inadequate operating 
time at the moment. 
• Microscopes: Biology 
and Aquaculture courses 
at the college have access 
to about $130,000 worth 
of microscopes. The col- 
lege has assumed an 
average of ten years of life 
from these instruments; 
therefore approximately 
$13,000 will be needed 
each year; 
• Cooking equipment: 
Much of this stock has 
been with the facility since 
1968. So far, no major 
replacement costs have 
risen, but the college ex- 
pects some problems in 
the future if nothing can 
be done about this pro- 
blem. 
equipment include: In the past Northwest 
• Welding •Equipment: Community College has 
The welding facilities in found that it could do 
the college shop in Terrace some replacement or 
Atoms tourney 
• continued from page 10 
"honors. Terrace 'B' had the best defenceman i Cl~ris 
McDonald. 
John Shepard of All Seasons was the most sports- 
manlike player. Prince Rupert won the sportsmanlike 
team trophy. 
Following is the list of game results, with each team's 
game star and the names of players scoring three or 
more goals in that game. 
Terrace All Season 5, Terrace 'B' 5. Game stars -John 
Shepard and Todd Waldron. No hat tricks. 
Kitimat Rotary 7, Kitimat 'B' 5. Game stars - Denny 
Chartrand and Heath Radzanowski. Hat tricks - Ryan 
Bennato. 
Terrace All Seasons 9, Prince Rupert 8. Game stars -
Brent Currie and Kevin Kristmanson. Hat tricks - Chris 
Brlecic. 
Kitimat Rotary 10, Terrace iB' 5. Game stars - Ryan 
Bennato and Chris Wilkinson. Hat tricks - Bennato and 
Colin Condon. 
Kitimat 'B' 13, Prince Rupert 4. Game stars - Shawn 
Wohrmann and Michael Reilly. Hat tricks - Carlos Silva 
and Kevin Tremblay. 
Kitimat Rotary 12, Prince Rupert 4. Game stars - 
Daljit Brar and Clint Movold. Hat tricks - Denny 
Chartrand, Daljit Brar. 
Kitimat Rotary 8, Terrace All Seasons 7. Game stars 
Scott Blanes and Keith Encinas. Hat tricks - Ryan Ben- 
nato. 
Kitimat 'B'-8, Terrace 'B '  1. Game stars - Randy 
Sousa and Darryl Stepaniuk. Hat tricks - Todd Waldron 
and Randy Sousa. 
Kitimat 'B' 10, Terrace All Seasons 3. Game stars -
Kevin Tremblay and Curtis Bretherick. Hat tricks - 
Kevin Tremblay. 
Kitimat Rotary 8, Terrace All Seasons 2. Game Stars- 
Colin Campbell and David Tanner. Hat tricks - Ryan 
Bennato. 
Kitimat 'B' 9, Terrace 'B' 5. Game stars - Chris 
McDonald and Joey Grant. Hat tricks - Carlos Silva 
and Kevin Tremblay. 
Terrace All Seasons I I, Terrace 'B' 7. Game stars -
Jason Waldron and Robert Barwise. Hat tricks - Jason 
Waldron, Bobb Basanti, Todd Waldron and Joe Wells. 
Kitimat Rotary I0, Kitimat 'B' 5. Game Stars, Mark 
Calder and Mark Blackmore. Hat tricks - Ryan Bennato 
and Kevin Tremblay.." '1 ' ' --" ~ ' 
, , o  
maintenance, but over the 
years a list o f  inoperative 
machinery has grown to 
large proportions. There is 
no way that the institution 
can reduce course 
deterioration of existing 
courses without some fun- 
ding. Otherwise new pro- 
grams receive attention 
while older, possibly more 
important ones slowly 
worsen. 
Other proposals includ- 
ed in the application in- 
clude several other needs, 
which have been chosen 
by priority: 
• Instructor Develop- 
ment: Unless instructors 
are able to find lots of 
reading material and 
weekend jobs to keep their 
skills up to date they will 
find that technology may 
surpass them. 
Therefore, Northwest 
Community College is 
proposing that funding be 
supplied for an Instructor 
Development Program 
where approximately 
$80,000 in operating funds 
would be needed to keep 
knowledge as modern as 
possible. 
Training and/or on the 
job experience must be 
utilized by instructors in 
order to keep up with ad- 
vancements and details 
that change from time to 
time. This wduld take 
form as a leave for tWO or 
three months to take part 
in seminars, workshops 
and actual employment at 
the college's expense. 
In order to achieve this 
goal a replacement in- 
structor must be found for 
the training time period. 
Also instructors must 
learn new skills to keep up 
with NWCC advances like 
teleconferencing. ~ 
During the first year 
the $80,000 figure applies 
to the fact that one year 
has already been missed 
and more instructors must 
be trained to compensate. 
During 1988 only about 
$44,250 would be needed 
while the on-going amount 
is about $40,000 
• Teleconferencing Sup- 
port Approximately 
$221,500 in capital and 
operating funds will be 
needed to begin this ad- 
vancement for telecon- 
ferencing in the first year. 
Then in 1988/89 the 
amount will decrease to 
$174,000 and then down 
to $144,000 for ongoing 
costs per annum. 
These costs will • allow 
the college to upgrade the 
teleconferencing system 
from its present audio 
form to an audio/visual 
format.  
Beginning in September 
of 1986 the NWCC of- 
fered five university 
transfer courses through 
its teleconferencing, and 
hopefully more will follow 
with the introduction of 
visual teaching. 
For September 1987 the 
college plans an addition 
of enough courses to put 
the total up to between 10 
and 15 classes offered 
through this program. 
Costs include salaries for 
technical positions and 
audio/visual equipment. 
• Cooperative Placement 
Coordinator -Through 
this service the Northwest 
Community College hopes 
to move into on-the-job 
experience to go with pro- 
grams like Business Ad- 
ministration. 
This experience will be 
similar" to that gained 
through the Job Entry 
Program that is run by the 
government. The course 
length would increase to 
perhaps two and a half 
years from the normal two 
year diploma schedule in 
the case of Business Ad- 
ministration to make 
room for practical train- 
ing. 
• B.C. Geology Course - 
This two phase~program 
will enable the institution 
to train students for 
careers which deal with 
national resources and 
other aspects of the land 
through fifteen filmed lec- 
tures. 
Phase one will be 
needing a funding figure 
of approximately $36,100 
for 1987/88. This step will 
cover the research,  
scheduling and the like. 
all the costs of this iifii~or~<.:.::i.,=-..,:-.:::.- -- 
tant service. / " ~<: 
Stemming out 0f : the 
Human Service Worker 
Program~ this project is 
aimed at helping to lessen 
the shortage of this aid. : 
Students will learn to  
assist people with mental: 
handicaps or other  ~ 
disabilities. Uniqueness to 
this area will makethis 
program a sure success . . . . .  
The Community Support 
Worker Program is not . 
being utilized in the North 
at the present ime. ,.. 
• Enterpr ise  Centre  
Grant - The last objective 
of NWCC is to receive this 
$80,000 grant for the 
mobile computer program .. •. 
that is. currently under-- -' 
way. 
The college did not 
receive this grant last year 
because, instead of a fixed 
Phase two will be to an - -  
extent of $79,000 with no [Shop the easy wayt a I 
ongoing funds request. | ( Ib l  ~ | 
The second section in- | ~ ~/~ / 
dudes filming, editing, / ~ 3~JUg / 
and post productionl | l ~  | 
• Community Support | ~ / 
Worker - With a request [ ~ | 
of $82,000 per annum for | Call the classifieds "| 
this service, the college / g.':lg 7g~ln | 
- " - - *  " ~ V v v a B  ill V - - igV  i 
hopes to be at)]e to cover I=----=- . . . . .  
In Terrace court 
city centre, the college 
made the service mobile to 
fit the needs of all of its 
branches. 
The mobile operation 
began in June of 1986 and 
has delivered approx- 
imately 275 hours of 
workshops and seminars 
since then. These applica- 
tions included business 
and personal uses of  com- 
puters. 
On Monday, Dec. 8 in 
Terrace Provincial Court 
Warren Barton was put on 
six months probation for 
mischief. 
* **  
In Terrace Provincial 
Court on Monday, Dec. 8 
Bernard Dodd was fined 
$600 for operating a 
motor vehicle while his 
ability to drive was im- 
paired. Dodd's drivers 
licence was also put on six 
months uspension. 
On Monday, Dec. 8 in 
Terrace Provincial Court 
Warren Barton was found 
guilty of theft and receiv- 
ed nine months probation. 
In Terrace Provincial 
Court on Tuesday, Dec. 9 
Dwayne Bellerose was jail- 
ed 1S months for breaking 
and entering with the in- 
tent to commit an indic- 
table offence. 
On Tuesday, Dec. 9 in 
Terrace Provincial Court 
Errol Hebert was fined 
$25 for an offence under 
the Motor Vehicle Act. 
In Terrace • Provincial 
Court on Tuesday, Dec. 9 
Errol Herbert was fined 
$300 for an offence under 
the Motor Vehicle Act,: ..... 
On Friday, Dec. 19 in 
Terrace Provincial Court 
Scott Carter was fined 
$400 for driving while his 
ability to drive was im- 
paired. 
On Friday, Dec. 19 in 
• Terrace Provincial Court 
Joseph Leclerc was fined 
$375 for operating a 
motor vehicle while his 
ability to drive was im- 
paired. 
In Terrace Provincial 
Court On Friday, Dec. 19 
William Clayton was put 
on probation for one year 
with condit ions for 
assault. 
In Terrace Provincial 
Court on Monday, Dec. 8 
Glen Mcllmoyle was fined 
$600 for operating a 
motor vehicle while his 
ability to drive was im- 
paired. 
On Monday, Dec. 8 in 
Terrace Provincial Court 
Donald Sturt was fined 
$50 for an offence under 
the Wildlife Act. Sturt was 
fined an additional $100 
for another offence under 
the Wildlife Act. Donald 
was fined $25 for an of. 
fence under the Other 
Provincial Statutes, 
, , .  , • _ . , 
v T i . ; " 
+ .  
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N 120 %OFF SELECTED MICROWAVES 
 ,oo ='o'n"Co"r't=:'e °"'v I +r 64so  
:o:... % OFF ALL CHRISTMAS RECORDS & TAPES GENE A ,..=.., • R L ELECTRIC PORTABLE .,,. 
' 
~ 20% OFFSEL~30% OFF-SELECTED TELEPHONES ~ 
,~no l  ~~ ~+ ~ ~  ~.  ~. .  - - .  ~ .  i TECHNICS RECEIVER I .~ , I . .AA . .  ".~.÷; 
.. 410001 ;.'li,~H w° "~ 
' 449001 00~ 
.~  .... _ _ ~u~o ur  r ~=L, -u~:u  UU~A~,~ I ~vc STEREO TUNER I " I ' ^^o= ~ 
20% OFF SELECTED GUITAR AMPS.  ~. Model TK-100 I-El "l 1600o/ ~ ' "  
.~  PANASONIC COLOR TV 299 ;°'-~ 
. , ,  0s ~5 =. , ,  
~.. 15% OFF ALL  
~3. ~ ~ " BOSE 301 COLORED SPEAKERS - :o:~ H!TAC.HI STEREO PACKAGES [~m BOSE ~01 COLOREDS~KERS =,,. 9OO9S ~" 
,~  TECHNICS DISC PLAYER ,~,,~a= 
ff+-~ Model SL P100- +~ 4~oo0 ~zu  -= DO 1 nn , , .  _.=. *:... BOSE 601 SPEAKERS ~l-KIl~l 1,399 ,U~ -.~;: 
.~  DESIGNER CALENDARS [8]~ 3"  " . ,,.,,.,.,~ '~" 
:*-%." =~A=,v,., ,.,,.,,.-,-,,,..~ .YAMAHA 693 SPEAKERS [] 1,02000 ql,~::~"" 
""IP' om, ,1~v rvn~oL¢:  ~ ~+~,% 
Model MW-150 Double Deck iRllgim 179- 138"  HITACHI VIDEO RECORDER "~'~"~05 "Ze'+ 
~;.% Moael VT TV94 ITI 1 45000 "~ HITACHI PORTABLE " , ID~ ;,.:.~ 
m 
A 
A %,,~ ~ Model TRK-930MC rRIlTIk-I 
T ~ITACHI PORTABLE STEREO 
" IP"  
" 149  - 20995 95 JVC STEREO CASSETTE DECK "~ Mode, KD-V~00 m 23000 179"  " 
Mode, mK~m 229- 179"  Jvc sT.m TU..T...~ .I." 
PANASONIC PORTABLE STEREO Quartz lock automatic ITI 22000 119" :o:~ 
With turntable ~ 469" 229"  SA.VOModeIC.60STEREO[]3 P RTABLE 429" 299"  ---  "=" 
L J l  ,=4~4k ~ 
375o0 269"  TOSH,,,O,TA,.~STmEO . . . . . . .  
Model RTSX2 ITI . 2700o .1~ w° 
339,, 199"  p.NASO.,C Po.T...~ st.Eo . . . , .=  
mo~e,R×5005 , 197" 14U"  ~ 
599,, 249"  
m.1~J 28ooo 179"  Jvc vmm.~co.o .  . . . . .  :-:< 
STEREO, HI-FI Mddel HR-D725 Ik-] 999" 899  °0 Z 
499" 349*" SASYO COMPACT. DISC PLAYER 
ModeICP08 ~ 449"  299"  Z 
4~., 329"  ~vc .,sc ~~.  :~ ModeIXL-V200 R1 3990. 299"  .L  
J -  JVC PORTABLE STEREO 
-~  Model PC-W35C IRI[K]I~I 
TECHNICS M229.X STEREO 
Cassette deck with DBX IRI 
TECHNICS STEREO CASSETTE 
Model M-260 3-head deck [] 
,,,~-" TEAC STEREO CASSETTE DECK 
-.T~ With Dolby a & C [] 
;~  TECHNICS STEREO RECEIVER 
Model SA-460 100 watt IR1 
"'~ TECHNICS STEREO RECEIVER " IP"  
..L Model SA-936 I~II-KI 
LIMITED QUANTITIES LOCATIONOFPRODUCT 
_ Terrace [ ]  Prince Rupert I~  Kit imat I-KI 
IW. I . I I I  
,,,qp,,, 
310 CITY CENTRE- KITIMAT 
PHONE: 632-5000 
RUPERT SQUARE-  PRINCE RUPERT 
PHONE: 624-4236 
SKEENA MALL-  TERRACE PHoNE:83~.4m8 
